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1 RS-232C communication protocol 

1-1 Communication rules 
Communication rules 
Flow control None 
Bits per second 19200 bps / 9600 bps 
Parity None 
Data bit 8 bits 
Stop bit 1 bit 

 

1-2 Command character strings 
Commands should be defined by ASCII characters. A command character string consists of a command 

ID number, a command name, and zero or more parameters. A carriage return code (0Dh) should be 

added at the end of the command. The command ID number shouldn't be delimited from the command 

name. The command name should be delimited from the parameters by a space (20h). When a 

command has two or more parameters, the parameters should be delimited from each other by a space 

(20h). Command names should be case sensitive.  

 

ID Command [ _ Parameter1 _ ...] ¥r 

Example: 01Pmute _ 1 ¥r 

(Note) "_" represents a space (20h) and "¥r" represents a carriage return code (0Dh).  

 

1-3 Command ID 
Command ID numbers are the unit IDs of the controlled cubes, represented by a decimal number 

consisting of two ASCII characters.  

The unit IDs should be allocated uniquely to the cubes by the remote control menu or the PAutoID 

command. The unit IDs can be set in the range from 01 to 98. When a command having the command ID 

number "00" (batch command) is sent, all the connected cubes execute the command at the same time.  

Cubes execute a command when their unit ID corresponds to the command ID number or when the 

command ID number is "00."  

 

1-4 Parameters 

1-4-1 Integer parameters 
(1) The integer range should be 16-bit unsigned integers (0 to 65535) or 16-bit signed integer 

(-32768 to 32767). Parameters are defined per command. However, the following commands 

contain parameters exceeding the 16-bit width.  

Ohsize  Ohst  Ovsize  Ovst 

(2) Negative numbers should be represented with "-".  

(3) Parameters that begin with "0x" are hexadecimal numbers.  

Example: 01SIPadd _ 0xC0A8 _ 0x6420 ¥r  

(Equivalent to 01SIPadd _ 49320 _ 25632 ¥r) 

PCB
Highlight

PCB
Highlight

PCB
Highlight
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1-4-2 Character string parameters 
(1) Character string parameters should be enclosed in single quotation marks (27h).  

Example: 01Iname _ 1 _ ' ABCDEF ' ¥r 

However, "?xx" (xx is a number) contained in the error response shouldn't be enclosed in single 

quotation marks.  

 

1-5 Sequences 
Within 700 msec after receiving a carriage return code (0Dh), the cube analyzes and executes the 

command and starts to send a result string. However, when the command ID number doesn't correspond 

to its unit ID, the cube doesn't return any result string. When the cube receives a batch command (having 

the ID number "00"), it returns a result string when configured as Master and it doesn't return any result 

string when configured as Slave. While the cube is processing a command, the controller shouldn't issue 

any command. (The controller regards either of the period until it completes to receive an execution 

result string or 700 msec after it sends a carriage return code, whichever shorter, as the command 

processing time.) After receiving an execution result string, the controller should wait at least 50 msec to 

issue the next command.  

* For some commands, the cube takes 700 msec or longer to return an execution result string after 

receiving the commands.  

* During the startup, the cube sometimes takes 700 msec or longer to return an execution result string 

after receiving the commands. (Maximum 5 sec) 

 

01UP¥r 

01UP¥r 

01Pmute 1¥r 

Analyzing and executing the 
command within 700 msec. 

CubeExternal controller

01Pmute 1¥r 

00Pmute 0¥r 
(Note)  
“¥r” is a carriage return code. 

100 msec  
or shorter 

50 msec  
or longer 

00Pmute 0¥r 

00UP¥r 

00UP¥r 

Only the Master 
cube responds to 
the command when 
the command ID 
number is “00.” 

Analyzing and executing the 
command within 700 msec. 

 

Fig. 1.1 

1-6 Command return values 
The results of the command execution returned from the cube are represented by ASCII characters. An 

execution result string consists of an ID number, a command name, and 0 or more return values. A 
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carriage return code (0Dh) should be added at the end the string. The ID number shouldn't be delimited 

from the command name. The command name should be delimited from the return values by a space 

(20h). When a result string has two or more return values, those values should be delimited from each 

other by a space (20h). The ID number is the unit ID of the controlled cube, represented by a decimal 

number consisting of two ASCII characters. When an error occurs after the cube receives a command, 

the cube returns the ID number of the command it received, "?," and an error code. Error codes are 

two-digit values represented by ASCII characters (00 to 99). The notational rules of the return values are 

same as those of the command parameters. When the cube receives a batch command (having the ID 

number "00"), it returns a result string when configured as Master and it doesn't return any result string 

when configured as Slave. The ID number of the result strings returned from the Master cube in 

response to a batch command (having the ID number "00") is "00."  

The format of normal response is as follows.  

ID Command [ _ Parameter1 _ ...]¥r 

The format of error response is as follows.  

ID Command _ ?EerrorCode ¥r 

 

Error code table 

error code Description 
00 Received an invalid parameter. (Incorrect number of parameters, incorrect parameter 

range, etc.)  
01 Not executable: Others 
50 Not executable: The designated terminal, port, window, or memory doesn't exist.  
51 Not executable: The designated terminal, port, window, or memory is invalid. 
52 Not executable: Received a command during the startup, exit, or standby mode (during 

the non-executable mode).  
53 Non executable: Received the next command while processing the current command. 
54 Non executable: Being writing to the flash memory.  
55 Non executable: Already executing.  
56 Flash memory writing error, flash memory verify error 
57 Not executable: Non-executable window has been designated for the digital, analog, or 

daisy board. 
99 Received an undefined command.  

 

Response example: 

Normal response  01PmuteW _ 6 _ 1 ¥r 

  Error response 01PmuteW _ ?00 ¥r Received an invalid parameter. 

01PmuteW _ ?01 ¥r Received a command while the cube is unable to execute it 

for other reasons.  

01PmuteW _ ?50 ¥r The designated window doesn't exist.  

01PmuteW _ ?52 ¥r Received a command during the startup or exit mode.  

01PmuteW _ ?53 ¥r Received the next command while processing the current 

command.  

01PmuteW _ ?54 ¥r Being writing to the flash memory.  

01 _ ?99 ¥r Received an undefined command.  

 (Note) "_" represents a space (20h) and "¥r" represents a carriage return code (0Dh).  
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1-7 UP and update supporting commands 
Update supporting commands are temporarily reserved after received and they are executed later when 

the cube receives the UP command.  

 

01UP¥r 

01UP¥r 

01Pmute 1¥r 

CubeExternal controller 

01Pmute 1¥r 
Controller instructs to turn on the 
mute, but the cube doesn’t enable 
the mute at this moment. 

01Calldisp 5¥r 

01Calldisp 5¥r 

01Pmute 0¥r 

01Pmute 0¥r 

01UP¥r 

01UP¥r 

Controller instructs to call the 
display memory 5, but the cube 
doesn’t call the memory at this 
moment.  

Controller instructs to update, and 
the cube turns on the mute and 
calls the display memory 5 at the 
same time. 

Controller instructs to turn off the 
mute, but the cube doesn’t disable 
the mute at this moment. 

Controller instructs to update, and 
the cube turns off the mute.  

 

Fig. 1.2 

(Note) When the update supporting commands are used to obtain the current setting values by omitting 

arguments, the UP command isn't required. After the cube receives an update supporting command, 

when the current setting value is requested before the cube receives the UP command, it returns the 

reserved setting value.  
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2 LAN communication protocol 

2-1 Communication rules 
The cube functions as a server. The rules are as follows. 

Communication rules 
Protocol TCP/IP 
IP address Default: 192.168.100.32  

*Changeable by the remote control operation or a command.  
Subnet mask Default: 255.255.255.0  

*Changeable by the remote control operation or a command.  
Port 15102 
Max. number of  
simultaneous 
sessions  

16 

 

2-2 Command character strings 
Commands are defined by ASCII characters. A command character string consists of an option character 

string, a command name, and zero or more parameters. A carriage return code (0Dh) should be added at 

the end of the command. The option character string shouldn't be delimited from the command name. 

The command name should be delimited from the parameters by a space (20h). When a command has 

two or more parameters, the parameters should be delimited from each other by a space (20h). Option 

character strings and command names should be case sensitive.  

 

Option Command [ _ Parameter1 _ ...] ¥r 

Example: 0001Pmute _ 1 ¥r 

(Note) "_" represents a space (20h) and "¥r" represents a carriage return code (0Dh).  

 

2-3 Option character strings 
Option character strings sent from the controller to the cube consist of four alphanumeric ASCII 

characters. Option character strings contained in the execution result strings sent from the cube to the 

controller are same as the option character strings that the cube received from the controller. The option 

character string of the notification command sent from the cube to the controller is always 0000 (four 

zeros).  

 

2-4 Command names 
Command names are represented by combination of alphabetical and numeric characters.  

 

2-5 Parameters 
There are integer parameters and character string parameters.  

2-5-1 Integer parameters 
(1) The integer range is 16-bit unsigned integers (0 to 65535) or 16-bit signed integer (-32768 to 

32767). Parameters are defined per command. However, the following commands contain 

parameters exceeding the 16-bit width.  

ST1  Ohsize  Ohst  Ovsize  Ovst 

(2) Negative numbers should be represented with "-".  
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(3) Parameters that begin with "0x" are hexadecimal numbers.  

Example: 0001SIPadd _ 0xC0A8 _ 0x6420 ¥r  

(Equivalent to 0001SIPadd _ 49320 _ 25632 ¥r) 

2-5-2 Character string parameters 
Character string parameters should be enclosed in single quotation marks (27h).  

Example: 0001Iname _ 1 _ ' ABCDEF ' ¥r 

However, "?xx" (xx is a number) contained in the error response shouldn't be enclosed in single 

quotation marks.  

 

2-6 Sequences 
Within 700 msec after receiving a carriage return code (0Dh), the cube analyzes and executes the 

command and starts to send a result string unless the command buffer is full of commands.  

* For some commands, the cube takes 700 msec or longer to return an execution result string after 

receiving the commands.  

* During the startup, the cube sometimes takes 700 msec or longer to return an execution result string 

after receiving the commands. (Maximum 5 sec) 

 

0002UP¥r 

0002UP¥r 

0001Pmute 1¥r 
Analyzing and executing the 
command within 700 msec. 

Cube External controller 

0001Pmute 1¥r 

0003Pmute 0¥r 

(Note)  
"¥r" is a carriage return code. 

0003Pmute 0¥r 

0004UP¥r 

0004UP¥r 

Analyzing and executing the 
command within 700 msec. 

Analyzing and executing the 
command within 700 msec. 

Analyzing and executing the 
command within 700 msec. 

 

Fig. 2.1 

2-7 Maintaining the connection 
When the cube doesn't receive any command character string for a fixed time period (about 20 seconds), 

it disconnects the connection. Therefore, to maintain the connection, the controller must send commands 

at fixed intervals (15 seconds recommended) to the cube.  
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2-8 UP, SyncUP, and update supporting commands 
Update supporting commands are temporarily reserved after received and they are executed later when 

the cube receives the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

2-8-1 UP command 
The UP command is for controlling the target cube asynchronously with the other cubes. To 

synchronously control multiple cubes, the SyncUP command should be used.  

 

UP¥r 

UP¥r 

Pmute 1¥r 

Cube External controller 

Pmute 1¥r 
Controller instructs to turn on the mute, but 
the cube doesn’t enable the mute at this 
moment. 

Calldisp 5¥r 

Calldisp 5¥r 

Pmute 0¥r 

Pmute 0¥r 

UP¥r 

UP¥r 

Controller instructs to call the display 
memory 5, but the cube doesn’t call the 
memory at this moment.  

Controller instructs to update, and the 
cube turns on the mute and calls the 
display memory 5 at the same time.  

Controller instructs to turn off the mute, but 
the cube doesn’t disable the mute at this 
moment.  

Controller instructs to update, and the 
cube turns off the mute.  

 

Fig. 2.2 
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2-8-2 SyncUP command 
The SyncUP command is for controlling multiple cubes synchronously. The external controller sends an 

update supporting command to all cubes. At this moment, all the cubes suspend the execution of the 

command. Then, the external controller sends the SyncUP command to all the Slave cubes. At this 

moment, they don't execute the SyncUP command and don't return any response. Next, the external 

controller sends the SyncUP command to the Master cube. Then, all the Slave and Master cubes 

execute the suspended command at the same time and all the cubes that received the SyncUP 

command return response.  

 

 

Pmute 1 
Pmute 1

Pmute 1 Pmute 1

CallDisp 5 

CallDisp 5 

CallDisp 5

CallDisp 5

SyncUP 

SyncUP 

SyncUP 

SyncUP 

Pmute 0 
Pmute 0

Pmute 0 Pmute 0

SyncUP 

SyncUP 

SyncUP 

External controller Cube 1 (Master) Cube 2 (Slave) 

SyncUP 

Controller instructs Cube 1 and Cube 2 to enable 
the mute, but the cubes don’t enable the mute at 
this moment.  

Controller instructs Cube 1 and Cube 2 to call the 
display memory 5, but the cubes don’t call the 
display memory at this moment.  

Controller instructs the Slave cube (Cube 2) to 
sync-update, but the cube doesn’t update at this 
moment.  

Controller instructs the Master cube (Cube 1) to 
sync-update, and the Master and Slave cubes 
enable the mute and call the display memory at 
this moment.  

Controller instructs Cube 1 and Cube 2 to disable 
the mute, but the cubes don’t disable the mute at 
this moment.  

Controller instructs the Slave cube (Cube 2) to 
sync-update, but the cube doesn’t update at this 
moment.  

Controller instructs the Master cube (Cube 1) to 
sync-update, and the Master and Slave cubes 
disable the mute at this moment.  

 

 

(Note) When the update supporting commands are used to obtain the current setting values by omitting 

arguments, the UP command isn't required. After the cube receives an update supporting command, 

when the current setting value is requested before the cube receives the UP command or the SyncUP 

command, it returns the reserved setting value.  

If the Master cube doesn't receive the SyncUP command within a fixed time period after the Slave cubes 

receive the SyncUP command, the Slave cubes start to execute the SyncUP command without waiting 

for the Master cube to receive the SyncUP command.  
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2-9 Command return values 
The results of the command execution returned from the cube are represented by ASCII characters. An 

execution result string consists of an option character string, a command name, and 0 or more return 

values. A carriage return code (0Dh) should be added at the end of the string. The option character string 

shouldn't be delimited from the command name. The command name should be delimited from the return 

values by a space (20h). When a result string has two or more return values, those values should be 

delimited from each other by a space (20h). When the cube receives an undefined command, it returns 

the option character string it received and "?." When the cube receives a command while being writing to 

the flash memory, it returns the option character string it received, "?," and an error code. Error codes are 

two-digit values represented by ASCII characters (00 to 99). The notational rules of the return values are 

same as those of the command parameters.  

 

Option Command [ _ Parameter1 _ ...] ¥r 

 

 

Error code table 

error code Description 
00 Received an invalid parameter. (Incorrect number of parameters, incorrect 

parameter range, etc.)  
01 Not executable: Others 
50 Not executable: The designated terminal, port, window, or memory doesn't exist. 
51 Not executable: The designated terminal, port, window, or memory is invalid. 
52 Not executable: Received a command during the startup, exit, or standby mode 

(during the non-executable mode).  
53 Non executable: Received the next command while processing the current 

command.  
54 Non executable: Being writing to the flash memory.  
55 Non executable: Already executing.  
56 Flash memory writing error, flash memory verify error 
57 Not executable: Non-executable window has been designated for the digital, 

analog, or daisy board. 
99 Received an undefined command.  

 

 

Response example:    

Normal response 0001PmuteW _ 6 _ 1 ¥r 

Error response 0001PmuteW _ ?00 ¥r Received an invalid parameter. 

 0001PmuteW _ ?01 ¥r Received a command while the cube is unable to 

execute it for other reasons.  

 0001PmuteW _ ?50 ¥r The designated window doesn't exist.  

 0001PmuteW _ ?52 ¥r Received a command during the startup or exit mode.  

 0001PmuteW _ ?53 ¥r Received the next command while processing the 

current command.  

 0001PmuteW _ ?54 ¥r Being writing to the flash memory.  

 0001 _ ?99 ¥r Received an undefined command.  

 (Note) "_" represents a space (20h) and "¥r" represents a carriage return code (0Dh).  
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2-10 Commands sent from the cube 
When the notification function of the cube is enabled, the cube issues a command to the controller at the 

occurrence of an event. The character strings of the commands issued by the cube are in the same 

format as those issued from the controller to the cube.  

 

 

0000NSignal 1 1¥r 

0000NSignal 1 0¥r 

The status of the signal input from 
Slot 1 to Input port 1 changed from 
present to absent.   

Cube External controller 

0000NSignal 1 2¥r 

The status of the signal input from 
Slot 1 to Input port 1 changed from 
absent to present.   

The input from Slot 1 to Input port 1 
changed.   

 

 

The notification function of the cube is enabled or disabled by the NotiF command. This setting can be 

configured per TCP/IP connection. Commands are sent only to the cubes of which notification function is 

active. Immediately after the connection is established, this function is inactive.  
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3 Note 

3-1 Terms 
Terms Description 

Power status Power status means the power control state of the cube and there are five 
states as follows. 
(1) Standby mode 

State where the main power is being supplied with the power switch on and 
the power of the lamp, backlight, or light source LED and the power of the 
video processing circuit are off. Communication control (LAN and RS232C) 
and remote control are possible.  

(2) Normal mode 
State where the main power is being supplied with the power switch on, the 
power of the lamp, backlight, or light source LED and the power of the 
video processing circuit are on, and the cube is ready to display images. 
Most of the functions are operable.  

(3) BLOWOUT mode 
State where the primary power is being supplied with the power switch on 
and the power of the video processing circuit is on, but the cube cannot 
display images because the lamp or the light source LED is prevented from 
illuminating by some factors. Almost same as the normal mode, except that 
images cannot be displayed. (The XM series doesn't have the BLOWOUT 
mode.) 

(4) Startup mode 
State where the cube is shifting from the standby mode to the normal mode. 

(5) Exit mode 
State where the cube is shifting from the normal mode or BLOWOUT mode 
to the standby mode.  

Shutdown A series of operations of the cube where the power state shifts from the 
normal mode or BLOWOUT mode to the standby mode.  

Power failure Situation where the main power or the power switch is turned off when the 
power is in the normal mode or the BLOWOUT mode.  

Main power Utility power that is supplied to the cube.  
Main power on 
 

Situation where the power switch is turned on with the main power being 
supplied or where the main power is started to be supplied with the power 
switch on.  

Main power off Situation where the main power or the power switch is turned off while the 
main power is being supplied with the power switch on. 

Startup (of power) State where the cube shifts from the standby mode to the normal mode (or 
the BLOWOUT mode).  

Slot Slots to connect the input boards. The cube has three slots: Slot 1, Slot 2, 
and Slot 3, and is able to hold up to three input boards.  

Input port /  
Input port number 

Indicates the video input signal line of each input board. 

Terminal type (input) Type of video input terminals. There are five types: 
1: ANALOG (Analog terminal) 
2: DIGITAL (Digital terminal) 
3: COMP.VIDEO (Composite video terminal) 
4: Y/C.VIDEO (Y/C video terminal) 
5: HD-SDI (HD-SDI terminal) 

Terminal number 
(input) 

Numbers allocated to the input terminals of the input boards and defined as 
follows: 
(1) Terminals on the analog board 

1: ANALOG1 (Analog terminal 1) 
2: ANALOG1 (Analog terminal 2) 

(2) Terminals on the digital board 
1: DIGITAL1 (Digital terminal 1) 
2: DIGITAL1 (Digital terminal 2) 

(3) Terminals on the daisy board 
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1: DIGITAL (Digital terminal) 
2: ANALOG (Analog terminal) 
3: COMP.VIDEO (Composite video terminal) 
4: Y/C.VIDEO (Y/C video terminal) 

(4) Terminals on the video board 
1: COMP.VIDEO1 (Composite video terminal 1) 
2: COMP.VIDEO2 (Composite video terminal 2) 
3: Y/C.VIDEO1 (Y/C video terminal 1) 
4: Y/C.VIDEO2 (Y/C video terminal 2) 

(5) Terminals on the SDI board 
1: HD-SDI (HD-SDI terminal 1) 

(6) Terminals on the EX board 
1: DIGITAL1 (Digital terminal 1) 
2: DIGITAL2 (Digital terminal 2) 

(7) Terminals on the digital analog board 
1: DIGITAL1 (Digital terminal 1) 
2: DIGITAL1 (Digital terminal 2) 
3: ANALOG1 (Analog terminal 1) 
4: ANALOG1 (Analog terminal 2) 

Window /  
Window number 

Windows where images are displayed. The cube can display one or two 
windows per input board.  
For analog, digital, daisy and EX boards: 

For the PH, XH, XL, PE, XE, and XM series, two windows per board. 
For the HM and WE series, one window per board. 

For video, digital analog board: 
Two windows per board. 

For SDI board: 
One window per board. 

Input board Input boards connected to the slots in the cube. There are six types as 
follows. Model names are shown within the parentheses.  
(1) Analog board (VC-B70G2) 
(2) Digital board (VC-B70D2) 
(3) Daisy board (VC-B70DC) 
(4) Video board (VC-B70V2) 
(5) SDI board (VC-B70SD1) 
(6) EX board (VC-B70EX) 
(7) Digital analog board (VC-B70DA2) 

 

3-2 Input ports and input terminals of each board 
Input board Input port 

number 
Input port 

name 
Input terminal 

number 
Input terminal 

name 
Terminal type 

Analog board 1 ANALOG1 1 ANALOG1 BNC x 5 
2 ANALOG2 2 ANALOG2 D-SUB 

Digital board 1 DIGITAL1 1 DIGITAL1 DVI-D 
2 DIGITAL2 2 DIGITAL2 DVI-D 

Daisy board 1 D.DIGITAL 1 D.DIGITAL DVI-D 
2 D.ANALOG 2 D.ANALOG D-SUB 

3 D.VIDEO 
3 D.COMP.VIDEO BNC x 1 
4 D.Y/C.VIDEO BNC x 2 

Video board 
1 VIDEO1 

1 COMP.VIDEO1 BNC x 1 
3 Y/C.VIDEO1 BNC x 2 

2 VIDEO2 
2 COMP.VIDEO2 BNC x 1 
4 Y/C.VIDEO2 BNC x 2 

SDI board 1 HD-SDI 1 HD-SDI BNC x 1 
2 GENLOCK 2 GENLOCK BNC x 1 

EX board 1 E.DIGITAL1 1 E.DIGITAL1  
2 E.DIGITAL2 2 E.DIGITAL2  

Digital analog 1 DA.DIGITAL1 1 DA.DIGITAL1 DVI-I 
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board 2 DA.DIGITAL2 2 DA.DIGITAL2 DVI-I 
3 DA.ANALOG1 1 DA.ANALOG1 DVI-I 
4 DA.ANALOG2 2 DA.ANALOG2 DVI-I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3-3 Relationship between the input terminals of each slot and windows 
Windows can display the input sources as shown blow.  

Window 
Input terminal 

Slot Analog 
board 

Digital 
board

Daisy 
board*

Video 
board

SDI 
board 

EX 
board 

Digital 
analog board

Window 1 Slot 1 ANALOG1 DIGITAL1 D.DIGITAL 
D.ANALOG 
D.COMP.VIDEO
D.Y/C.VIDEO 

COMP.VIDEO1 
Y/C.VIDEO1 

HD-SD E.DIGITAL1 DA.DIGITAL1 
DA.ANALOG1

Window 2 Slot 1 ANALOG2 DIGITAL2 D.DIGITAL 
D.ANALOG 
D.COMP.VIDEO
D.Y/C.VIDEO 

COMP.VIDEO2 
Y/C.VIDEO2 

- E.DIGITAL2 DA.DIGITAL2 
DA.ANALOG2

Window 3 Slot 2 ANALOG1 DIGITAL1 D.DIGITAL 
D.ANALOG 
D.COMP.VIDEO
D.Y/C.VIDEO 

COMP.VIDEO1 
Y/C.VIDEO1 

HD-SD E.DIGITAL1 DA.DIGITAL1 
DA.ANALOG1

Window 4 Slot 2 ANALOG2 DIGITAL2 D.DIGITAL 
D.ANALOG 
D.COMP.VIDEO
D.Y/C.VIDEO 

COMP.VIDEO2 
Y/C.VIDEO2 

- E.DIGITAL2 DA.DIGITAL2 
DA.ANALOG2

Window 5 Slot 3 ANALOG1 DIGITAL1 D.DIGITAL 
D.ANALOG 
D.COMP.VIDEO
D.Y/C.VIDEO 

COMP.VIDEO1 
Y/C.VIDEO1 

HD-SD E.DIGITAL1 DA.DIGITAL1 
DA.ANALOG1

Window 6 Slot 3 ANALOG2 DIGITAL2 D.DIGITAL 
D.ANALOG 
D.COMP.VIDEO
D.Y/C.VIDEO 

COMP.VIDEO2 
Y/C.VIDEO2 

- E.DIGITAL2 DA.DIGITAL2 
DA.ANALOG2

* When the daisy board or video board or digital analog board is used, select the input terminal using the 

Oinpterm command. However, when the daisy board is used, you cannot select D.COMP.VIDEO and 

D.Y/C.VIDEO for Window 1 and Window 2 at the same time. This is applicable to the pairs of Window 3 

and Window 4, and Window 5 and Window 6.  

 

3-4 Chroma key overlay function 
When the chroma key mode is running, the chroma key overlay function becomes active. When the 

chroma key overlay function is used, the priority settings of Window 1 and Window 2 must be kept lower 

than the other windows. When the chroma key mode is running, the images in Window 1 and Window 2 

are displayed before those of the other windows. When the images in Window 1 and Window 2 contain 

chroma key colors, those colors become transparent and the image in the window below them is 

displayed. However, the chroma key colors don't become transparent if there is no window below them.  

The chroma key mode is enabled or disabled by the Scolkey command. The chroma key colors are set 

by the Scolkeyc command. The upper and lower limit levels should be set for each of R, G, and B of 

chroma key colors. This cube determines the colors whose R, G, and B levels are all in the range 

between the upper and lower limits as chroma key colors.  
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3-5 Redundancy function 
When the redundancy function of the cube is active and if the signal input to the cube is lost for some 

reason, the substitute input line is automatically activated to display images. The redundancy function 

has the board redundancy mode and the port redundancy mode.  

(1) Board redundancy mode 

When the board redundancy mode is active, the board in Slot 2 operates as a substitute for the 

board in Slot 1. While a video signal is being supplied to the input terminal on the board in Slot 1, 

the windows for the board in Slot 2 (Window 3 and Window 4) aren't displayed. When the video 

signal to an input port of the board in Slot 1 is lost, Window 1 and Window 2 are automatically 

hidden and Window 3 and Window 4 are displayed instead, provided that a video signal is being 

supplied to the corresponding input terminal on the board in Slot 2.   

When the board redundancy function is used, the external controller must always send the same 

command to the boards in Slot 1 and Slot 2 so that the images are displayed in the same way as 

before the input source is changed.  

The board redundancy mode is unusable unless the boards of the same type are connected to Slot 

1 and Slot 2. In addition, you cannot run the board redundancy mode and the port redundancy mode 

at the same time.  

 

(2) Port redundancy mode 

You can enable or disable the port redundancy mode for each slot. When the port redundancy mode 

is active, Port 2 of the board operates as a substitute for Port 1. When a video signal is being input 

to Port 1, the window for Port 2 isn't displayed. When the input signal to Port 1 is lost, the window for 

Port 1 is automatically hidden and the window for Port 2 is displayed instead, provided that a signal 

is being input to Port 2.  

When the port redundancy function is used, the external controller must always send the same 

command to Port 1, Port 2, and the windows for them so that the images are displayed in the same 

way as before the input source is changed.  

The port redundancy mode is unusable with the slots to which the daisy board is connected. In 

addition, you cannot run the board redundancy mode and the port redundancy mode at the same 

time.  

 

3-6 Power saver setting in the standby mode (For XM and HM series) 
With the standby power saver enabled (where the cube goes into the power saving mode when on 

standby), when communication via the RS-232C port, communication via the LAN port, operation by the 

remote control, and the operation by the standby switch are not made for 30 seconds, the power saving 

mode is automatically activated. The communication circuit is partly turned off in the power saving mode, 

and therefore, to start the communication, the following procedures are required.  

 

(1) For RS-232C control 
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Send the recovery code twice at an interval of 500 msec. In this case, note that the recovery code 

doesn't require an ID number. Sending the recovery code puts all the cubes into the standby mode from 

the power saving mode.  

 

(2) For LAN control 

Send the magic packet to each cube. Within 500 msec after the magic packet is sent, all the cubes are 

put into the standby mode from the power saving mode.  

The magic packet is a packet consisting of consecutive six 0xff data (6 bytes) and the consecutive same 

16 MAC addresses (6 x 16 = 96 bytes).  

 

3-7 Others 
(1) Some commands are usable when certain input terminals (ports) are selected, and others are 

always usable regardless of the selection of input terminals (ports). The commands dependent on 

the selection of input terminals (ports) are valid only when the terminals (ports) designated as 

"Supported input" in this document are selected.  

(2) The model-dependent commands are described along with the notice "  PH   XH  only" in this 
manual.  

(3) When the cube is displaying the OSD menu such as the remote control adjustment menu, it may 

return an error of non-executable command.  

(4) After the main power is turned on, it takes a fixed time period (about 30 seconds) for the 

communication to become ready.  

 

4 Command specifications 

4-1 Symbols 
 LAN  Usable for LAN control. 

 RS232  Usable for RS-232C control. 

 PH  PH70 series 

 XH  XH70 series 

 XL  XL70 series 

 XM  XM70 series 

 PE  PE70/PE73R/PE75/PE78/PE78A series 

 XE  XE70/XE73R/XE74 series 

 HM  HM70 series 

 WE  WE75/WE78/WE78A series 
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4-2 System control commands 

Nop (NoOperation)  LAN  

Function: No operation 

Format: Option Nop 

Response: Option Nop _ err  
err Response parameter 

0 OK 

 

vP (Power)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To control the power status. The control status is automatically saved at the time of 
shutdown and power failure.  

Format: ID vP [ _ Power ] 
Option vP [ _ Power ] 

Power Power status control 
0 The power status starts to shift from the normal mode, BLOWOUT 

mode, or startup mode to the standby mode.  
1 The power status starts to shift from the standby mode to the 

normal mode (or the BLOWOUT mode). An error (non-executable) 
is returned during the exit mode.  

Omit The current mode is returned. 

Response: ID vP _ mode 
Option vP _ mode 

mode Current power status 
0 Standby mode 
1 Normal mode, BLOWOUT mode 
2 Startup mode 
3 Exit mode 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

[Note] 

When a vP command with an argument is issued, the cube returns the character string representing 

the execution result before it finishes processing the command because it takes some time to shift 

the power status. In this case, the argument contained in the returned character string representing 

the command execution result is the same as that contained in the vP command. When a vP 

command with an argument is issued, it is desirable that, after receiving the character string 

representing the result of the command execution, the controller should issue a vP command 

without an argument to check the power status and then it should confirm the completion of the 

power status shift. Following is an example of the control via RS-232C.  

 External controller
01vP _ 1 ¥r 

01vP _ 1 ¥r 

01vP ¥r 

01vP _ 2 ¥r 

01vP ¥r 

01vP _ 2 ¥r 

01vP ¥r 

01vP _ 1 ¥r 

Cube

 

 External controller
01vP _ 0 ¥r 

01vP _ 0 ¥r 

01vP ¥r 

01vP _ 3 ¥r 

01vP ¥r 

01vP _ 3 ¥r 

01vP ¥r 

01vP _ 0 ¥r 

Cube

 

Sequence of power-on operation Sequence of power-off operation 
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UP (Update)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To execute the update operation. The cube may take 700 msec or longer to return a 

response after receiving the command. This command is effective only when the power 

status is the normal mode or BLOWOUT mode.  

Format: ID UP 

 Option UP 

Response: ID UP [ _ err ] 

 Option UP [ _ err ] 

err Response parameter 
None Update completed. 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SyncUP (Sync Update)  LAN  

Function: To execute the update operation in sync with other cubes. The cube may take 700 msec 

or longer to return a response after receiving the command. This command should be 

issued to all the cubes that are required to simultaneously execute this command and to 

the Master cube. The command should be issued to the Master cube last. This command 

is effective only when the power status is the normal mode or BLOWOUT mode.  

Format: Option SyncUP 

Response: Option SyncUP [ _ err ] 

err Response parameter 
None Update completed. 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Pmute (Picture Mute)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To turn on or off the mute on all screens. This command is updated by the UP command 

or the SyncUP command. This command is accepted even in the standby mode. When 

the [vP _ 1] command is executed after this command is issued in the standby mode, the 

cube performs the UP operation at the end of the startup (that is, the UP command isn't 

required when this command is issued in the standby mode). The mute control is reset 

and disabled by executing the [vP _ 0] command or turning off the main power.  

Format: ID Pmute [ _ Mute ] 

 Option Pmute [ _ Mute ] 

Mute Turning on/off the mute 
0 Mute off 
1 Mute on 

Omit The current mode is returned. 

Response: ID Pmute _ mute 
 Option Pmute _ mute 

mute Current mute status. Mute due to absence of signals is ignored.  
0 Mute off 
1 Mute on 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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PmuteW (Picture Mute of designate Window)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To turn on or off the mute on the designated window. This command is updated by the 
UP command or the SyncUP command. This command is accepted even in the standby 
mode. When the [vP _ 1] command is executed after this command is issued in the 
standby mode, the cube performs the UP operation at the end of the startup (that is, the 
UP command isn't required when this command is issued in the standby mode). The 
mute control is reset and disabled by executing the [vP _ 0] command and turning off the 
main power.  

Format: ID PmuteW _ Win [ _ Mute ] 
 Option PmuteW _ Win [ _ Mute ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the number of the window to be muted 

Mute Turning on/off the mute 
0 Mute off 
1 Mute on 

Omit The current mode is returned. 

Response: ID PmuteW _ win [ _ mute ] 
  Option PmuteW _ win [ _ mute ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

mute Current mute status. Mute due to absence of signals is ignored.  
0 Mute off 
1 Mute on 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Calldisp (Display Memory Call)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To call the display memory. This command is updated by the UP command or the 
SyncUP command. The control status is automatically saved in the last memory at the 
time of exit.  

Format: ID Calldisp [ _ Mem ] 
 Option Calldisp [ _ Mem ] 

Mem Display memory number 
1 to 256 Designation of the memory number 

Omit The current selection is returned. 

Response: ID Calldisp _ mem  
 Option  Calldisp _ mem  

mem Number of the display memory currently selected 
0 No memory is called.  

1 to 256 Designated memory number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated memory is unregistered.  

 

Callinp (Input Memory Call)   RS232  LAN  

Function:  To call the input memory to display the window at the top that was being displayed when 
that input memory was saved last. This command is updated by the UP command or the 
SyncUP command. The input terminal for display is set as any of ANALOG, DIGITAL, 
COMP.VIDEO, Y/C.VIDEO, or HD-SDI according to the type of the input terminal of the 
called input memory and the type of the board inserted in the slot for the window to be 
called. The control status is automatically saved in the last memory at the time of exit.  
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Format: ID Callinp [ _ Mem ] 
 Option Callinp [ _ Mem ] 

Mem Input memory number 
1 to 128 Designation of the input memory number 

Omit The selection of the current input memory of the window being 
displayed at the top is returned. 

Response: ID Callinp _ mem  
 Option Callinp _ mem  

mem Number of the input memory currently selected for the window being 
displayed at the top 

0 No input memory is called. 
1 to 128 Input memory number 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated memory is unregistered.  

* For  HM  and  WE , when an analog, digital, or daisy board is in use, only one window can be 
displayed. Therefore, the other window in the board than the one that is designated by the input 
memory called by this command is hidden. 

 

CallinpW (Input Memory Call in designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To call the input memory in the designated window. This command is updated by the UP 
command or the SyncUP command. The input terminal for display is set as any of 
ANALOG, DIGITAL, COMP.VIDEO, Y/C.VIDEO, or HD-SDI according to the type of the 
input terminal of the called input memory and the type of the board inserted in the slot for 
the window to be called.  

Format: ID CallinpW _ Win [ _ Mem ] 
 Option CallinpW _ Win [ _ Mem ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number for which the input memory 

is called 
Mem Input memory number 

1 to 128 Designation of the input memory number 
Omit The current selection of the input memory for the designated 

window is returned. 

Response: ID CallinpW _ win  [ _ mem ] 
 Option CallinpW _ win  [ _ mem ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist or the designated 

memory is unregistered.  
mem Number of the input memory currently selected for the designated window 

0 No input memory is called. 
1 to 128 Input memory number 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Pinp (Input Select)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To select the slot and terminal for display input. The cube may take 700 msec or longer 
to return a response after receiving the command. The control status is automatically 
saved in the last memory at the time of shutdown. The window selected according to the 
selection of the slot and terminal* is automatically displayed with the highest priority. 
When the designated slot or terminal doesn't exist, an error of invalid terminal 
designation is returned.  
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Format: ID Pinp [ _ Slot _ Term ] 
 Option Pinp [ _ Slot _ Term ] 

Slot Slot number 
1 Slot 1 
2 Slot 2 
3 Slot 3 

Omit The current selection is returned. *Term should be omitted, too. 
Term Terminal number (Terminal varies depending on the board type.) 

 Terminal number (Terminal varies depending on the board type.) 
Analog 
board 

Digital 
board 

Daisy 
board 

Video 
board 

SDI 
board 

EX 
board 

Digital 
analog 
board 

1 ANALOG1 DIGITAL1 D.DIGITAL COMP.VIDEO1 HD-SDI E.DIGITAL1 DA.DIGITAL1 

2 ANALOG2 DIGITAL2 D.ANALOG COMP.VIDEO2  E.DIGITAL2 DA.DIGITAL2 

3   D.COMP.VIDEO Y/C.VIDEO1   DA.ANALOG1

4   D.Y/C.VIDEO Y/C.VIDEO2   DA.ANALOG2

Omit The current selection is returned. *Slot should be omitted, too. 
* For the analog board, digital board, video board, EX board and digital analog board, one 

available window is determined according to the selection of the slot and the terminal. For the 
daisy board, from two available windows that are determined according to the selection of the 
slot, one with a smaller number is selected. For the EX board for one input, when the designated 
E.DIGITAL2, an error of the designated terminal doesn't exist is returned. 

* For  HM  and  WE , when an analog, digital, or daisy board is in use, only one window can be 
displayed. For the analog and digital boards, the other window in the board than the one that is 
selected according to the designation of the slot and the terminal is set to be hidden first, and 
then the slot and the terminal to input the displayed source is selected. For the daisy board, the 
window with a larger number in the board is set to be hidden first, and then the slot and the 
terminal to input the displayed source is selected. 

 

Response: ID Pinp _ slot [ _ term ] 
 Option Pinp _ slot [ _ term ] 

slot Number of the slot for the window being displayed at the top 
1 Slot 1 
2 Slot 2 
3 Slot 3 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated terminal doesn't exist. 

Term Number of the terminal currently selected for the window being displayed at the top 
(Terminal type varies depending on the board type.) 

 Type of the board in the selected slot 
Analog 
board 

Digital 
board 

Daisy 
board 

Video 
board 

SDI 
board 

EX 
board 

Digital 
analog 
board 

1 ANALOG1 DIGITAL1 D.DIGITAL COMP.VIDEO1 HD-SDI E.DIGITAL1 DA.DIGITAL1 

2 ANALOG2 DIGITAL2 D.ANALOG COMP.VIDEO2  E.DIGITAL2 DA.DIGITAL2 

3   D.COMP.VIDEO Y/C.VIDEO1   DA.ANALOG1

4   D.Y/C.VIDEO Y/C.VIDEO2   DA.ANALOG2

Omit The current selection is returned. *Slot should be omitted, too. 

 

PLampChange (Lamp Change)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To move the standby lamp to the lamp-on position. This command is effective even in 
the standby mode. This command takes several seconds to complete. The control status 
is automatically saved in the last memory at the time of shutdown. (Supported by the 
lamp changer models only.) (For PH  and XH  only.) 

Format: ID PLampChange _ Flag 
 Option PLampChange _ Flag 
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Flag Change execution flag 
0 The standby lamp is moved to the lamp-on position.  

Response: ID PLampChange _ err 
 Option PLampChange _ err 

err Execution result status 
0 Completed normally. 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 
 

PLEDRdy (LED Ready)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To turn on or off the LED ready mode. This command is accepted even in the standby 

mode. When the [vP _ 1] command is executed after this command is issued in the 

standby mode, the cube performs this command at the end of the startup. The LED ready 

control is reset and disabled by executing the [vP _ 0] command or turning off the main 

power. （For  PE (PE73R/PE78/PE78A) , XE (XE73R/PE74) and  WE (WE78/WE78A) 

only.） 

Format: ID PLEDRdy [ _ Mode ] 

 Option PLEDRdy [ _ Mode ] 

Mute Turning on/off the LED ready 
0 LED ready off 
1 LED ready on 

Omit The current mode is returned. 

Response: ID PLEDRdy _ mode 
 Option PLEDRdy _ mode 

mute Current mute status. Mute due to absence of signals is ignored.  
0 LED ready off 
1 LED ready on 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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NotiF (NoticeFunc)  LAN  

Function: To enable or disable the notification function. This command is for each TCP/IP 
connection within the LAN. It is set to 0 (disabled) immediately after the connection is 
established, and once disconnected, this commend becomes invalid for that connection.  

Format: Option NotiF [ _ Func ] 
Func Setting of the notification function 

0 Notification function disabled. 
1  PH XH XL : 

Firmware version 1.00B: 
Notification function enabled. 

Firmware version 1.02E or later: 
All of the protect, change, shutdown notice, temperature 
warning notification functions are enabled (except for the 
signal detection notification, board swap notification, and 
port swap notification). 

 XM PE XE HM WE :  
All of the protect, shutdown notice, and temperature warning 
notification functions are enabled (except for the signal 
detection notification, board swap notification, and port swap 
notification). 

2 Signal detection notification, board swap notification, and port 
swap notification enabled. 
( PH XH XL : Firmware version 1.02E or later only.) 

3 All the notification functions enabled. 
( PH XH XL : Firmware version 1.02E or later only.) 

Omit The current status is returned. 
 

Response: OptionNotiF _ func 
func Response 

0 Notification function disabled. 
1  PH XH XL : 

Firmware version 1.00B:  
Notification function enabled. 

Firmware version 1.02E or later:  
All of the protect, change, shutdown notice, and 
temperature warning notification functions are enabled 
(except for the signal detection notification, board swap 
notification, and port swap notification). 

 XM PE XE HM WE : 
All of the protect, shutdown notice, and temperature warning 
notification functions are enabled (except for the signal 
detection notification, board swap notification, and port swap 
notification). 

2 Signal detection notification, board swap notification, and port 
swap notification enabled.  
( PH XH XL : Firmware version 1.02E or later only.)  

3 All notification functions enabled.  
( PH XH XL : Firmware version 1.02E or later only.)  

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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4-3 Information acquisition commands 

Imeminfo (Input Memory Outline Information)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the horizontal effective size, vertical effective size, and aspect ratio that are 
registered in the designated input memory.  

Format: ID Imeminfo _ Mem 
 Option Imeminfo _ Mem 

Mem Designation of the input memory number 
1 to 128 Input memory number 

Response: ID Imeminfo _ mem _ hsize _ vsize _ aspect 
 Option Imeminfo _ mem _ hsize _ vsize _ aspect 

mem Designated input memory number 
1 to 128 Input memory number 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated input memory number is unregistered. 

hsize Horizontal effective size registered in the designated input memory number
640 to 1920 Horizontal effective size 

vsize Vertical effective size registered in the designated input memory number 
200 to 1200 Vertical effective size 

aspect Aspect ratio information registered in the designated input memory number
0 AUTO 
1 4:3 
2 5:4 
3 16:9 

* For  PH , XH , and  XL , when the firmware version is 1.1.0 or earlier, the vsize range is 

350 to 1200.  

 

ST (Status)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the cube's status information. The details of the protect detection and the error 
detection can be obtained by the System command.  

Format: ID ST 
 Option ST 

Response: ID ST _ info0 _ info1 
 Option ST _ info0 _ info1 

info0 The 16-bit status data are represented by ASCII hexadecimal values. 
0x0000 
to 0xffff 

The function of each bit of info0 is shown below.  
 Bits Function Description 

15:11 reserved  
10 protect 0: Protect detection disabled. 

1: Protect detection enabled.
9 signal 0: Signal is supplied for the window being 

displayed at the top. 
1: Signal is not supplied for the window being 

displayed at the top. 
8 mute 0: Normal 

1: Mute 
7 blowout 0: Not in the BLOWOUT mode. 

1: BLOWOUT mode 

( XM HM : Always 0.) 

6:5 power[1:0] 00: Standby mode 
01: Normal or BLOWOUT mode 
10: Startup mode 
11: Exit mode 
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4 change2 Whether the standby lamp is USED or not. 
0: No (for single lamp) 
1: Yes 

( XM PE XE HM WE : Always 0.)  

3 change1 Whether the standby lamp is JUNK or not. 
0: No (for single lamp) 
1: Yes 

( XM PE XE HM WE : Always 0.) 

2 change0 0: Lamp change notice not provided (for single 
lamp). 

1: Lamp change notice being provided. 

( XM PE XE HM WE : Always 0.) 

1 lamp 0: Lamp changer being stopped (for single lamp) 
1: Lamp changer being operating.  

( XM PE XE HM WE : Always 0.)  

0 light 0: Lamp/ backlight/ light source LED is off. 
1: Lamp/backlight/light source LED is on. 
(Indicating the internal process status.) 

 

info1 The 16-bit status data are represented by ASCII hexadecimal values. 
0x0000 
to 0xffff 

The function of each bit of info1 is shown below.  

 Bits Function Description 
15:8 Ei Cube's brightness performance Ei  
7:6 Sensor 

operation 
status

0=OFF, 1=STOP, 2=RUN

5   
4 Sensor 

initial value
1= Initial value obtained. 
0= Initial value not obtained.

3 Brightness 
measure- 
ment 
not-comp- 
letion flag

1=Being measured, or P=Measurement 
impossible (such as OFF) 

 

 

ST1 (Status1)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the cube's status information. 

Format: ID ST1 
Option ST1 

Response: ID ST1 _ info1_ info2 _-----_ info13_ info14 _ info15 [ _info16--_ info19 ] 
Option ST1 _ info1_ info2 _-----_ info13_ info14 _ info15 [ _info16--_ info19 ] 

info1 Power status 0: Standby mode 
1: Normal mode (BLOWOUT mode) 
2: Start mode 
3: End mode 

info2 BLOWOUT 0: Normal mode (Not in the lamp-blowout operation 
mode.) 

1: Lamp-blowout operation mode (BLOWOUT 
mode)  

( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info3 Lamp/backlight/LED 
light source operation 
status 

0: Off 
1: On  

info4 Presence of the lamp 
changer 

0: Lamp changer not provided. 
1: Lamp changer provided. 
( XM PE XE HM WE : Always 0.) 

info5 Lamp output type 0: 150 W model  
1: 180 W model  
( XM PE XE HM WE : Always 0.) 
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info6 Current lamp number 0: Lamp A 
1: Lamp B 
( XM XM PE HM WE XE : Always 0.) 

info7 Lamp A status 
(Lamp changer models) 
Lamp status information
(Single lamp models) 
LED illumination 
information 
(LED models) 

PH XH XL : 

0: EMPTY 
1: NEW 
2: USED 
3: JUNK1 
4: JUNK2 
5: JUNK3 
 

PE XE  WE :  

0: ALL LEDs illuminate. 
1: LED-R doesn't illuminate. 
2: LED-G doesn't illuminate. 
4: LED-B doesn't illuminate. 
3: LED-R and LED-G don't 

illuminate. 
6: LED-G and LED-B don't 

illuminate. 
5: LED-B and LED-R don't 

illuminate.  
7: LED-R, LED-G, and 

LED-B don't illuminate. 

XM HM : Always 0. 

info8 Lamp B status 
(Lamp changer models) 
 

0: EMPTY 
1: NEW 
2: USED 
3: JUNK 1 
4: JUNK 2 
5: JUNK 3 
( XL XM PE HM WE XE : Always 0.) 

info9 Unit timer value 0 to 99999 (unit: hour) 
info10 Lamp A timer value 

/LED timer value 
0 to 99999 (unit: hour) 
( XM HM : Always 0.)  

info11 Lamp B timer value 
(Lamp changer models) 

0 to 99999 (unit: hour) 
( XL XM PE XE HM WE : Always 0.)   

info12 Result of power failure 
detection 

Result of power failure detection 
0: Exited normally last time.  
1: Exited abnormally last time.  

info13 Slot and input terminal 
for the window being 
displayed at the top  
(In the case of the 
standby mode, slot and 
input terminal for the 
window displayed at the 
top last time) 

1: Slot 1, Terminal 1 
2: Slot 1, Terminal 2 
3: Slot 1, Terminal 3 
4: Slot 1, Terminal 4 
5: Slot 2, Terminal 1 
6: Slot 2, Terminal 2 
7: Slot 2, Terminal 3 
8: Slot 2, Terminal 4 
9: Slot 3, Terminal 1 
10: Slot 3, Terminal 2 
11: Slot 3, Terminal 3 
12: Slot 3, Terminal 4 

info14 Number of the input 
memory being called for 
the window being 
displayed at the top(In 
the case of the standby 
mode, the number of the 
input memory that was 
called for the window 
displayed at the top last 
time) 

1 to 128 

info15 Number of the most 
recently called display 
memory 

1 to 256 
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info16 LED ready 
(For 

 PE (PE73R/PE78/PE78A)

, XE (XE73R/XE74)  and 

 WE (WE78/WE78A) only.)

0: LED ready off  
1: LED ready on  

 

info17 LED-R illumination 
information 
(For  PE (PE73R/PE78A), 

 XE (XE73/XE74)  and 

 WE (WE78A) only.) 

Bit 0 is illumination information of chip1. 
Bit 1 is illumination information of chip2. 
Bit 2 is illumination information of chip3. 
Bit 3 is illumination information of chip4. 
Bit 4 is illumination information of chip5. 
Bit 5 is illumination information of chip6. 
0: illuminate. 
1: Doesn't illuminate. 
Info17 is a value converted from the binary 

number(Bit[5:0]) into the decimal number. 
info18 LED-G illumination 

information 
(For  PE (PE73R/PE78A), 

 XE (XE73/XE74)  and 

 WE (WE78A) only.) 

Bit 0 is illumination information of chip1. 
Bit 1 is illumination information of chip2. 
Bit 2 is illumination information of chip3. 
Bit 3 is illumination information of chip4. 
Bit 4 is illumination information of chip5. 
Bit 5 is illumination information of chip6. 
0: illuminate. 
1: Doesn't illuminate. 
Info18 is a value converted from the binary 

number(Bit[5:0]) into the decimal number. 
info19 LED-B illumination 

information 
(For  PE (PE73R/PE78A), 

 XE (XE73/XE74)  and 

 WE (WE78A) only.) 

Bit 0 is illumination information of chip1. 
Bit 1 is illumination information of chip2. 
Bit 2 is illumination information of chip3. 
Bit 3 is illumination information of chip4. 
Bit 4 is illumination information of chip5. 
Bit 5 is illumination information of chip6. 
0: illuminate. 
1: Doesn't illuminate. 
Info19 is a value converted from the binary 

number(Bit[5:0]) into the decimal number. 

 

ST2 (Status2)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the cube's status information. The input signal status and the temperature 
information are obtained.  

Format: ID ST2 
Option ST2 

Response: ID ST2 _ info1_ info2 _-----_ info21_ info22 _ info23 [ _ info24 _ info25 ] 
Option ST2 _ info1_ info2 _-----_ info21_ info22 _ info23 [ _ info24 _ info25 ] 

info1 Slot 1 - Port 1 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info2 Slot 1 - Port 2 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info3 Slot 1 - Port 3 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info4 Slot 1 - Digital output source  
signal check 

0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info5 Slot 2 - Port 1 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info6 Slot 2 - Port 2 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 
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info7 Slot 2 - Port 3 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info8 Slot 2 - Digital output source  
signal check 

0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info9 Slot 3 - Port 1 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info10 Slot 3 - Port 2 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info11 Slot 3 - Port 3 signal check 0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info12 Slot 3 - Digital output source  
signal check 

0: Input signal supplied. 
1: Input signal not supplied. 

info13 Lamp voltage 0 to 155 (unit: V) 
( XM PE XE  HM  WE : Always 0.) 

info14 Thermometer 1 - Current value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 
info15 Thermometer 2 - Current value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 
info16 Thermometer 3 - Current value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 
info17 Thermometer 4 - Current value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 

( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info18 Thermometer 5 - Current value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 

( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info19 Thermometer 1 - Max. value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 
info20 Thermometer 2 - Max. value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 
info21 Thermometer 3 - Max. value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 
info22 Thermometer 4 - Max. value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 

( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info23 Thermometer 5 - Max. value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info24 
(  PE  XE  WE  
only) 

Thermometer 6 - Current value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 

info25 
(  PE  XE  WE  

only) 

Thermometer 6 - Max. value 0 to 125 (unit: C) 

 

ST3 (Status3)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the cube's status information. The warning information and the protect 
information are obtained.  

Format: ID ST3 
Option ST3 

Response: ID ST3 _ info1_ info2 _-----_ info23_ info24 _ info25 [ _ info26 _ --- _ info31 ] 
Option ST3 _ info1_ info2 _-----_ info23_ info24 _ info25 [ _ info26 _ --- _ info31 ] 

info1 Lamp change operation 0: Lamp changer being stopped. 
1: Lamp changer being operating 
( XL XM PE  XE  HM  WE : Always 0.) 

info2 Lamp change notice 0: Lamp change notice not provided.
1: Lamp change notice provided. 
( XL XM PE  XE  HM  WE : Always 0.) 

info3 Thermometer 1 - Warning 
temperature 

0: Lower than the warning 
temperature. 

1: Equal to or higher than the 
warning temperature. 
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info4 Thermometer 2 - Warning 
temperature 

0: Lower than the warning 
temperature. 

1: Equal to or higher than the 
warning temperature. 

info5 Thermometer 3 - Warning 
temperature 

0: Lower than the warning 
temperature. 

1: Equal to or higher than the 
warning temperature. 

info6 Thermometer 4 - Warning 
temperature 

0: Lower than the warning 
temperature. 

1: Equal to or higher than the 
warning temperature. 

( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info7 Thermometer 5 - Warning 
temperature 

0: Lower than the warning 
temperature. 

1: Equal to or higher than the 
warning temperature. 

( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info8 Thermometer 1 - 
Shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 

info9 Thermometer 2 - 
Shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 

info10 Thermometer 3 - 
Shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 

info11 Thermometer 4 - 
Shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info12 Thermometer 5 - 
Shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info13 Fan 1 - Operating status 0: Normal (rotating) or the standby 
mode. 

1: Abnormal (stopped) 
info14 Fan 2 - Operating status 0: Normal (rotating) or the standby 

mode. 
1: Abnormal (stopped) 

info15 Fan 3 - Operating status 0: Normal (rotating) or the standby 
mode. 

1: Abnormal (stopped) 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info16 PELT board operating 
status 

0: Normal or the standby mode. 
1: Abnormal (failure) 
( PE  PE73R/PE75/PE78/PE78A: 

Always 0.) 
( XH XL XE  XM  HM  WE : Always 0.) 

info17 Fan 5 - Operating status 0: Normal (rotating) or the standby 
mode. 

1: Abnormal (stopped) 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info18 Fan 6 - Operating status 0: Normal (rotating) or the standby 
mode. 

1: Abnormal (stopped) 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info19 Fan 1 - Stop and 
shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 
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Info20 Fan 2 - Stop and 
shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 

info21 Fan 3 - Stop and 
shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info22 PELT board failure 
shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 
( PE  PE73R/PE75/PE78/PE78A: 

Always 0.) 
( XH XL XE  XM  HM  WE : Always 

0.) 
info23 Fan 5 - Stop and 

shutdown 
0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info24 Fan 6 - Stop and 
shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 
( XM HM : Always 0.) 

info25 Protect information Protect information last detected 
 0: No error 
 1: CPU RAM error 
 2: Lamp/backlight/light source LED 

illumination failure 
( PE XE WE : LED-R, LED-G, 

and LED-B don't illuminate.) 
 3: Power failure 
 4: Fan 1 stop (Power) 
 5: Fan 2 stop (Power) 
 6: Fan 3 stop (DMD) 

( XM HM : Not defined.) 

 7: PELT board failure 
( PE PE73R/PE75/PE78/PE78A : 

Not defined.) 
( XH XL XE  XM  HM  WE : Not 

defined.) 
 8: Fan 5 stop (  PH  XH  XL : 

Lamp_A,  PE  XE  WE : LED-R) 

( XM HM : Not defined.) 

 9: Fan 6 stop (  PH  XH : Lamp_B, 

PE XE WE : LED-G1) 

( XM HM : Not defined.) 

10: (Not defined) 
11: (Not defined) 
12: A6V (Main) power error 

( HM : Not defined.) 

13: 12V (Main) power error 
( HM : Not defined.) 

14: 12V (Fan) power error 
( HM : Not defined.) 

15: 12V or 24V power error 
( PH XH XL  PE  XE  WE : 12V 

(Formatter),  

XM : 24V (Backlight)) 
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( HM : Not defined.) 

16: 390V power error 
( HM : Not defined.) 

17: Main DC-DC converter error 
18: Slot 1 DC-DC converter error 
19: Slot 2 DC-DC converter error 
20: Slot 3 DC-DC converter error 
21: PH XH XL : Color wheel 

breakdown 

PE XE WE : -12V power error 

XM HM : Not defined. 

22: PH XH XL : Lamp and ballast 

unmatch 

PE XE WE : LED-R illumination 

failure 

XM HM : Not defined. 

23: PH XH : Lamps A and B output 

unmatch 

PE XE WE : LED-G illumination 

failure 

XM HM : Not defined. 

24: PH XH XL : Neither Lamp A nor 

B loaded. 

PE XE WE : LED-B illumination 

failure 

XM HM : Not defined. 

25: PH XH XL : Lamp change error 

PE XE WE : LED-R and LED-G 

illumination failure 

XM HM : Not defined. 

26: PH XH XL : Ballast A error 

PE XE WE : LED-G and LED-B 

illumination failure 

XM HM : Not defined. 

27: PH XH : Ballast B error 

PE XE WE : LED-R and LED-B 

illumination failure  

XM HM : Not defined. 

28: Formatter memory error 
( XM HM : Not defined.) 

29: Formatter ASIC error 
( XM HM : Not defined.) 

30: I2C bus lock 
31: Temperature error (Power 1) 
32: Temperature error 

( PH XH XL  PE  XE  XM WE : 

Power 2,  HM : Main) 

33: Temperature error (Sensor) 
( PH XH XL  PE  XE  WE : Not 
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defined.) 
34: Temperature error 

( PH XH XL : Joint, 

PE XE WE : DSP) 

( XM HM : Not defined.) 

35: Temperature error 
( PH XH XL : Lamp A,  

PE XE WE : LED_R) 

( XM HM : Not defined.) 

36: Temperature error 
( PH XH : Lamp B,  

PE XE WE : LED-G) 

( XM HM : Not defined.) 

37: Temperature error (LED-B) 
( PE XE WE  only) 

38: Fan 7 stop (LED-B) 
( PE XE WE  only) 

39: Fan 8 stop (LED-G2) 
( PE XE WE  only) 

info26 
(  PE  XE  WE  only) 

Thermometer 6 - Warning 
temperature 

0: Lower than the warning 
temperature. 

1: Equal to or higher than the 
warning temperature. 

info27 
(  PE  XE  WE  only) 

Thermometer 6 - 
Shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 

info28 
(  PE  XE  WE  only) 

Fan 7 - Operating status 0: Normal (rotating) in the standby 
mode. 

1: Abnormal (stopped) 
info29 
(  PE  XE  WE  only) 

Fan 8 - Operating status 0: Normal (rotating) in the standby 
mode. 

1: Abnormal (stopped) 
info30 
(  PE  XE  WE  only) 

Fan 7 - Stop and 
shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 

info31 
(  PE  XE  WE  only) 

Fan 8 - Stop and 
shutdown 

0: Shutdown notice not provided. 
1: Shutdown notice provided. 

 

ST4 (Status4)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the cube's status information. To obtain the operating status of the redundancy 
function.  

Format: ID ST4 
 Option ST4 

Response: ID ST4 _ info1 _ info2 _ info3 _ info4 
 Option ST4 _ info1 _ info2 _ info3 _ info4 

info1 Board redundancy operating status 0: No board swap 
1: Board swap 

info2 Slot 1 
Port redundancy operating status 

0: No port swap 
1: Port swap 

info3 Slot 2 
Port redundancy operating status 

0: No port swap 
1: Port swap 

info4 Slot 3 
Port redundancy operating status 

0: No port swap 
1: Port swap 
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System (System Infomation)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the system information. 

Format: ID System _ Para 
 Option System _ Para 

Para Selection of the obtained item 
0 Lamp timer value (Current lamp value for the lamp changer 

models)/LED timer value 
1 Cube timer value 
2 Presence of the input board in Slot 1 
3 Firmware version 
4 Reserved  
5 Firmware version of the optical unit control microcomputer 
6 Reserved  
7 Error or error detection status is returned. 
8 Power failure detection 
9 Information on the slot and input terminal for the window being 

displayed at the top 
10 Number of the input memory being selected for the window 

being displayed at the top 
11 Number of the display memory last selected 
12 Reserved 
13 Reserved 
14 Model code 
15 Current lamp number 
16 Lamp A status (Lamp status of the single lamp models) 

LED illumination information 
17 Lamp B status 
18 Lamp A timer value (Timer value of the single lamp models) 
19 Lamp B timer value 
20 Presence of the input board in Slot 2 
21 Presence of the input board in Slot 3 
22 Details of the power error detection 
23 Details of the temperature error detection 
24 Presence of the lamp changer 

 

Response: ID System _ para _ info1 [ _ info2 ] 
 Option System _ para _ info1 [ _ info2 ] 

para Number of the obtained item 
info1 Para = 0 Upper 4 digits of the lamp timer value/LED timer value 

(unit: hour) ( XM HM : Always 0.)  

Para = 1 Upper 4 digits of the cube timer value (unit: hour) 
Para = 2 Presence of the input board in Slot 1 

0 Not mounted. 
1 VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 
2 VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 
3 VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 
4 VC-B70V2 (Video board) 
5 VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 
6 VC-B70EX（EX board） 
7 VC-B70DA2（Digital analog board） 

Para = 3 Character string representing the firmware version (16 
characters) 

Para = 4 Reserved  
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Para = 5 Number of the firmware version of the optical unit control 
microcomputer (sub microcomputer) 
( XM PE XE HM WE : Always 0.) 

Para = 6 Reserved  
Para = 7 Information of the error last detected 

255 No error 
1 PH XH XL : Lamp illumination failure 

XM HM : Backlight illumination failure 

PE XE WE : Light source LEDs (LED-R, LED-G, 
and LED-B) illumination failure 

2 CPU RAM error  
3 Power failure 
4 (Not defined) 
5 PH XH XL : Color wheel breakdown 

XM PE XE HM WE : Not defined. 

6 (Not defined) 
7 Power supply error 
8 Temperature error 
9 390V power error 
10 Fan 1 stop (Power) 
11 Fan 2 stop (Power) 
12 PH XH XL PE XE WE : Fan 3 stop (DMD)  

XM HM : Not defined. 

13 PH PE (PE70): PELT board failure 

PE ( PE73R/PE75/PE78/PE78A )  XH  XL XE

XM HM WE : Not defined. 

14 PH XH XL : Fan 5 stop (Lamp A) 

PE XE WE : Fan 5 stop (LED-R) 

XM HM : Not defined. 

15 PH XH XL : Fan 6 stop (Lamp B) 

PE XE WE : Fan 6 stop (LED-G1) 

XM HM : Not defined. 

16 PE XE WE : Fan 7 stop (LED-B) 

PH XH XL XM : Not defined. 

17 PE XE WE : Fan 8 stop (LED-G2) 

PH XH XL XM HM : Not defined. 

18 (Not defined) 
19 (Not defined) 
20 (Not defined) 
21 (Not defined) 
22 PH XH XL : Lamp and ballast unmatch 

PE XE WE : LED-R illumination failure 

XM HM : Not defined. 

23 PH XH :Lamps A and B output unmatch 

PE XE WE : LED-G illumination failure 

XL XM HM : Not defined. 
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24 PH XH XL : Neither Lamp A nor B loaded 

PE XE WE : LED-B illumination failure 

XM HM : Not defined. 

25 PH XH XL : Lamp change error 

PE XE WE : LED-R and LED-G illumination 
failure. 

XM HM : Not defined. 

26 PH XH XL : Ballast A error 

PE XE WE : LED-G and LED-B illumination 
failure 

XM HM : Not defined. 

27 PH XH : Ballast B error 

PE XE WE : LED-R and LED-B illumination 
failure 

XL XM HM : Not defined. 

28 PH XH XL PE XE WE : Formatter memory error

XM HM : Not defined. 

29 PH XH XL PE XE WE : Formatter ASIC error 

XM HM : Not defined. 

30 I2C bus lock 
Para = 8 Result of power failure detection 

0 Exited normally last time.  
1 Exited abnormally last time.  

Para = 9 Slot and input terminal for the window being displayed at 
the top 

0 No active windows exist. 
1 Slot 1, Terminal 1 
2 Slot 1, Terminal 2 
3 Slot 1, Terminal 3 
4 Slot 1, Terminal 4 
5 Slot 2, Terminal 1 
6 Slot 2, Terminal 2 
7 Slot 2, Terminal 3 
8 Slot 2, Terminal 4 
9 Slot 3, Terminal 1 
10 Slot 3, Terminal 2 
11 Slot 3, Terminal 3 
12 Slot 3, Terminal 4 

Para = 10 Number of the input memory being selected for the 
window being displayed at the top 

Para = 11 Number of the display memory last selected 
Para = 12 Reserved  
Para = 13 Reserved  
Para = 14 Character string representing the model name (16 

characters) 
Para = 15 0 Lamp A *  XL  PE  XE  

 XM  HM  WE : 
Always 0. 

1 Lamp B 

Para = 16 PH XH  series  PE  XE  WE  

series 
0 EMPTY (No lamp is loaded.) 0 All LEDs on 
1 NEW (Normal lamp) 1 LED-R off 
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2 USED (Lamp with decreased 
brightness) 

2 LED-G off 

3 to 5 JUNK (Blown lamp) 4 LED-B off 

* XM HM : Always 1. 3 LED-R and 
LED-G off 

5 LED-R and 
LED-B off 

6 LED-G and 
LED-B off 

7 All LEDs off 
Para = 17 0 EMPTY (No lamp is loaded.) *  XL : Always 0. 

*  PE  XE  XM HM

 WE : Always 1. 

1 NEW (Normal lamp) 

2 USED (Lamp with decreased 
brightness) 

3 to 5 JUNK (Blown lamp) 
Para = 18 Lamp A timer value (unit: hour) 

( PE XE XM HM WE : Always 0.) 

Para = 19 Lamp B timer value (unit: hour) 
( PE XE XM HM WE : Always 0.) 

Para = 20 Presence of the input board in Slot 2 
0 Not mounted. 
1 VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 
2 VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 
3 VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 
4 VC-B70V2 (Video board) 
5 VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 
6 VC-B70EX（EX board） 
7 VC-B70DA2（Digital analog board） 

Para = 21 Presence of the input board in Slot 3 
0 Not mounted. 

1 VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 

2 VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 

3 VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 

4 VC-B70V2 (Video board) 

5 VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 

6 VC-B70EX（EX board） 
7 VC-B70DA2（Digital analog board） 

Para = 22 Details of the power error 
255 No power error 
1 A6V (Main) power error 
2 12V (Main) power error 
3 12V (Fan) power error 
4 PH XH XL PE XE WE :12V (Formatter) power 

error 

XM : 24V (Backlight) power error 

HM : Not defined. 

5 Main DC-DC converter error 
6 Slot 1 DC-DC converter error 
7 Slot 2 DC-DC converter error 
8 Slot 3 DC-DC converter error 
9 PE XE WE : -12V power error 

PH XH XL XM HM : Not defined. 

Para = 23 Details of the temperature error 
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255 No temperature error 
1 Temperature error (Power 1) 
2 PH XH XL PE XE XM WE : Temperature error 

(Power 2)  

HM : Temperature error (Main) 

3 PH XH XL : Temperature error (Joint) 

PE XE WE : Temperature error (DSP) 

XM HM : Temperature error (Sensor) 

4 PH XH XL : Temperature error (Lamp A) 

PE XE WE : Temperature error (LED-R) 

XM HM : Not defined. 

5 PH XH : Temperature error (Lamp B) 

PE XE WE : Temperature error (LED-G) 

XL XM HM : Not defined. 

6 PE XE WE : Temperature error (LED-B) 

PH XH XL XM HM : Not defined. 

Para = 24 0 Lamp changer not provided. 
1 Lamp changer provided. 

info2 Common ?00 Invalid parameter 
Common ?01 Not executable. 
Para = 0 Lower 4 digits of the lamp timer value/LED timer value 

(unit: hour) 
Para = 1 Lower 4 digits of the cube timer value (unit: hour) 

Omit Omitted when Para is 2 to 24. 
Omitted when an error response is sent.  

Response example: 
When the lamp timer value is 10 hours  01System _ 0 _ 0 _ 10 
  01System _ 18 _ 10 
When the lamp timer value is 9999 hours 01System _ 0 _ 0 _ 9999 
  01System _ 18 _ 9999 
When the lamp timer value is 10010 hours 01System _ 0 _ 1 _ 10 
  01System _ 18 _ 10010 
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SystemI   (System Infomation)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the system information. 

Format: ID SystemI 
Option SystemI 

Response: ID SystemI _ info1_ info2 _-----_ info12 _ ' info13 ' _ info14 _ info15 
Option SystemI _ info1 _ info2 _-----_ info12 _ ' info13 ' _ info14 _ info15 

info1 Unit ID number 0 to 98 
info2 High-order data of the IP address  0 to 65535 
Info3 Low-order data of the IP address  0 to 65535 
Info4 High-order data of the subnet mask 0 to 65535 
Info5 Low-order data of the subnet mask 0 to 65535 
Info6 High-order data of the default 

gateway 
0 to 65535 

Info7 Low-order data of the default 
gateway 

0 to 65535 

Info8 Horizontal position of the display wall 1 to 98 
Info9 Vertical position of the display wall 1 to 98 
Info10 Status of the input board in Slot 1 0: None 

1: VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 
2: VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 
3: VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 
4: VC-B70V2 (Video board) 
5: VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 
6: VC-B70EX (EX board) 
7: VC-B70DA2 (Digital analog board) 

Info11 Status of the input board in Slot 2 
 

0: None 
1: VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 
2: VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 
3: VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 
4: VC-B70V2 (Video board) 
5: VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 
6: VC-B70EX (EX board) 
7: VC-B70DA2 (Digital analog board) 

Info12 Status of the input board in Slot 3 
 

0: None 
1: VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 
2: VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 
3: VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 
4: VC-B70V2 (Video board) 
5: VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 
6: VC-B70EX (EX board) 
7: VC-B70DA2 (Digital analog board) 

info13 Firmware version information 1 Character string representing the 
firmware version of the main 
microcomputer (Max. 16 characters) 
When the version is Q01.44A : Q0144 

info14 Firmware version information 2 Number of the firmware version of the 
optical unit control microcomputer (sub 
microcomputer) 
( PE XE XM HM  WE : Always 0.) 

Info15 Master/Slave information 0: Slave 
1: Master 
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PSlot (Input board infomation)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the types of the input boards inserted in the slots.  

Format: ID PSlot 
 Option PSlot 

Response: ID PSlot _ slot1_ slot2 _ slot3 
 Option PSlot _ slot1_ slot2 _ slot3 

slot1 Board in Slot 1 
-1 Undefined board 
0 No input board inserted 
1 VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 
2 VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 
3 VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 
4 VC-B70V2 (Video board) 
5 VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 
6 VC-B70EX (EX board) 
7 VC-B70DA2 (Digital analog board) 

slot2 Board in Slot 2 
-1 Undefined board 
0 No input board inserted 
1 VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 
2 VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 
3 VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 
4 VC-B70V2 (Video board) 
5 VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 
6 VC-B70EX (EX board) 
7 VC-B70DA2 (Digital analog board) 

slot3 Board in Slot 3 
-1 Undefined board 
0 No input board inserted 
1 VC-B70G2 (Analog board) 
2 VC-B70D2 (Digital board) 
3 VC-B70DC (Daisy board) 
4 VC-B70V2 (Video board) 
5 VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) 
6 VC-B70EX (EX board) 
7 VC-B70DA2 (Digital analog board) 

 

PMacAddress (MAC Address)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To return the MAC address. (For XM  and HM  only.)  

Format: ID PMacAddress 
 Option PMacAddress 

Response: ID PMacAddress_ info1_ info2_ info3 
 Option PMacAddress_ info1_ info2_ info3 

info1 Upper data of the MAC address (16 bits) 0 to 65535 
info2 Middle data of the MAC address (16 bits) 0 to 65535 
info3 Lower data of the MAC address (16 bits) 0 to 65535 

 

Pmechst (Mech Adjuster Status)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To obtain the status of the electric 6-axis adjuster. This command is effective only when 
the electric 6-axis adjuster is mounted.  

Format: ID Pmechst _ Infotype 
 Option Pmechst _ Infotype 
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Infotype Type of the obtained information 
0 Status of the electric 6-axis adjuster (6 axes) 
1 Status of the electric 6-axis adjuster (mirror 4 axes) 
2 Model information 
3 Firmware version 

 

Response: ID Pmechst _ infotype [ _ info ] 
 Option Pmechst _ infotype [ _ info ] 

infotype Information type 
0 Status of the electric 6-axis adjuster (6 axes) 

The stuck status, operating status of the over-current protector 
circuit, and connection status are obtained. 

1 Status of the electric 6-axis adjuster (mirror 4 axes) 
The stuck status, operating status of the over-current protector 
circuit, and connection status are obtained. 

2 Model information 
3 Firmware version 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

info Information 
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
When Infotype is 0:
 Bits Description  

15 0: Electric 6-axis adjuster is connected. 
1: Electric 6-axis adjuster isn't connected.

14 Reserved.
13 1: Direction to shrink

ZOOM 12 1: Direction to expand
11 1: Counterclockwise

TILT 10 1: Clockwise
9 1: Direction to expand the lower area

V-KEYSTONE 8 1: Direction to expand the upper 
area

7 1: Over-current detected
6 Reserved.
5 1: Direction to expand the left area

H-KEYSTONE 4 1: Direction to expand the right area
3 1: Downward

V-POSITION 2 1: Upward
1 1: To the left

H-POSITION 0 1: To the right
 

  
 

 

When Infotype is 1: 
 Bits Description  

15 1: Direction to expand the lower left 
area L-MIRROR 

/L-Screen 14 1: Direction to shrink the lower left 
area 

13 1: Direction to expand the lower right 
area R-MIRROR 

/R-Screen 12 1: Direction to shrink the lower right 
area 

11 1: Direction to expand the left center 
area 

L-PIN 
10 1: Direction to shrink the left center 

area 
9 1: Direction to expand the right 

center area R-PIN 
/H-Screen 8 1: Direction to shrink the right center 

area 
7:0 Reserved.  

 

 When Infotype is 2: 
Info Name Reflection Access type Applicable 

product 
 

0 FRONT One-time reflection Front  
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1 REAR One-time reflection Rear  
2 Reserved    
3 Reserved    
4 Reserved    
5 Reserved    
6 Reserved    
7 Reserved    
8 Reserved    
9 TEST    

 
 When Infotype is 3: 

Firmware version 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
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4-4 Window control commands 

Oaspect (Aspect Mode of designate Window)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the method to determine the aspect ratio of the window. The command execution 
result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This 
command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  
When this command is used, Ovsize or Ohsize is re-calculated automatically.  

Format: ID Oaspect _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Oaspect _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Method to determine the window aspect ratio 
0 KEEP 

(The window aspect ratio is made equal to that of the input 
signal.)  

1 FREE 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Oaspect _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Oaspect _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

mode Current method to determine the window aspect ratio 
0 KEEP 
1 FREE 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Obezel (Bezel setting of designate window)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To select the bezel setting of the designated window. The command execution result is 

saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This command is 

updated by the UP command. (For XM  and HM  only.) 

Format: ID Obezel _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Obezel _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Bezel setting (on/off) 
0 Off 
1 On 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Obezel _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Obezel _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist. 

mode Current bezel setting (on/off) of the designated window 
0 Off 
1 On 

Omitted Omitted when an error response is sent. 
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Oenb (Enabled setting of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To select to display or hide the designated window. The command execution result is 
saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This command is 
updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Oenb _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Oenb _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Selection to display or hide the window 
0 Off (Window is hidden.) 
1 On (Window is displayed.) 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Oenb _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Oenb _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?57 The designated window isn't executable. 

mode Current selection to display or hidden the designated window 
0 Off (Window is hidden.) 
1 On (Window is displayed.) 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

* For  HM  and  WE , when an analog, digital, or daisy board is in use, only one window can be 

displayed. Therefore, while the other window in the board is being displayed, an error response 

("The designated window isn't executable") is issued. 

* For the EX board for one input, when the even number window is set to on, an error response 

("The designated window isn't executable") is issued. 

 

Ohcrp (H crop position of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the horizontal crop start position of the input signal selected for the designated 
window. The command execution result is saved in the display memory by executing the 
Regdisp command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP 
command.  

Format: ID Ohcrp _ Win [ _ Pos ] 
 Option Ohcrp _ Win [ _ Pos ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Pos Setting value of the horizontal crop start position of the input signal 
0 to 1919 Horizontal crop start position 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ohcrp _ win [ _ pos ] 
 Option Ohcrp _ win [ _ pos ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

pos Current setting value of the horizontal crop start position of the input signal
0 to 1919 Current horizontal crop start position 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
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Ohcsize (H crop size of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the horizontal crop size of the input signal selected for the designated window. 
The command execution result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Ohcsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 
 Option Ohcsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Size Setting value of the horizontal crop size of the input signal 
16 to 1920 Horizontal crop size 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ohcsize _ win [ _ size ] 
 Option Ohcsize _ win [ _ size ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

size Setting value of the horizontal crop size of the input signal 
16 to 1920 Current horizontal crop size 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ohsize (H size of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the horizontal display size of the designated window. The command execution 
result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This 
command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command. When Oaspect is 
set to 0 (KEEP), executing this command automatically sets Ovsize according to the 
setting value of Iaspect. 

Format: ID Ohsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 
 Option Ohsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Size Setting value of the horizontal display size of the window 
16 to 

188160 
Horizontal display size 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ohsize _ win [ _ size ] 
 Option Ohsize _ win [ _ size ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

size Current setting value of the horizontal display size of the designated 
window 

16 to 
188160 

Horizontal display size 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

* For  XM , HM , and  WE , when Oaspect is 0 (KEEP) and this command and the Ovsize command 

are updated at the same time by the UP command or the SyncUP command, the Ovsize 

command takes priority and the horizontal display size is automatically set (the size designated by 

this command becomes null). 
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Ohst (H start of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the horizontal display position of the designated window. The command execution 
result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This 
command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Ohst _ Win [ _ Pos ] 
 Option Ohst _ Win [ _ Pos ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Pos Setting value of the horizontal display position of the window 
-188160 to 

188159 
Horizontal display position 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ohst _ win [ _ pos ] 
 Option Ohst _ win [ _ pos ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

pos Setting value of the horizontal display position of the designated window 
-188160 to 

188159 
Horizontal display position 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Oinpm (Input Memory of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the input memory selected for the designated window. The command execution 
result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This 
command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Oinpm _ Win [ _ Mem ] 
 Option Oinpm _ Win [ _ Mem ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mem Input memory number 
0 UNDEFINED setting 

1 to 128 Designation of the input memory number 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Oinpm _ win [ _ mem ] 
 Option Oinpm _ win [ _ mem ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist or the designated 

memory is unregistered.  
mem Number of the input memory currently selected for the designated window 

0 No input memory is called. (UNDEFINED setting) 
1 to 128 Input memory number 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
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Oinpterm (Input Terminal of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the input terminal type selected for the designated window. The command 
execution result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. The 
result is also saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp command. This 
command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  
Selectable terminal types vary depending on the type of the board inserted in the slot for 
the designated window.  

Format: ID Oinpterm _ Win [ _ Term ] 
 Option Oinpterm _ Win [ _ Term ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Term Terminal type number 
 Type of the board in the slot for the designated window 

Analog 
board 

Digital 
board 

Daisy 
board 

Video 
board 

SDI 
board 

EX 
board 

Digital 
Analog 
board

1 ANALOG Not 
selectable

ANALOG Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable

ANALOG

2 Not 
selectable 

DIGITAL DIGITAL Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable 

DIGITAL DIGITAL

3 Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable

COMP.VIDEO COMP.VIDEO Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable

Not 
selectable

4 Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable

Y/C.VIDEO Y/C.VIDEO Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable

Not 
selectable

5 Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable

Not 
selectable 

Not 
selectable 

HD-SDI Not 
selectable

Not 
selectable

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Oinpterm _ win [ _ term ] 
 Option Oinpterm _ win [ _ term ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal type is invalid.  

term Number of the terminal type currently selected for the designated window  
1 ANALOG 
2 DIGITAL 
3 COMP.VIDEO 
4 Y/C.VIDEO 
5 HD-SDI 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Opri (Window Priority)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the priority to display the windows. The command execution result is saved in the 
display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This command is updated by the 
UP command or the SyncUP command.  
The values of six parameters to be set should be unique. Duplicated parameter values 
are regarded as invalid and parameter error.  
When Scolkey (chroma key mode) is on, the priority settings of Window 1 and Window 2 
must be kept lower than the other Windows.  

Format: ID Opri [ _ Win1 _ Win2 _ Win3 _ Win4 _ Win5 _ Win6 ] 
 Option Opri [ _ Win1 _ Win2 _ Win3 _ Win4 _ Win5 _ Win6 ] 

Win1 Number of the window having the first display priority (top) 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Win2 Number of the window having the second display priority  
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1 to 6 Designation of the window number 
Win3 Number of the window having the third display priority  

1 to 6 Designation of the window number 
Win4 Number of the window having the fourth display priority  

1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

 

Win5 Number of the window having the fifth display priority  
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Win6 Number of the window having the sixth display priority (bottom) 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Win1 to 6 Omit The current setting is returned. (All of Win1 to Win6 should be 
omitted.) 

Response: ID Opri _ win1 [ _ win2 _ win3 _ win4 _ win5 _ win6 ] 
 Option Opri _ win1 [ _ win2 _ win3 _ win4 _ win5 _ win6 ] 

win1 Number of the window having the first display priority (top) 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

win2 Number of the window having the second display priority  
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

win3 Number of the window having the third display priority  
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

win4 Number of the window having the fourth display priority  
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

win5 Number of the window having the fifth display priority  
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

win6 Number of the window having the sixth display priority (bottom) 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

win2 to 6 Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Ovcrp (V crop position of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the vertical crop start position of the input signal for the designated window. The 
command execution result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Ovcrp _ Win [ _ Pos ] 
 Option Ovcrp _ Win [ _ Pos ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Pos Setting value of the vertical crop start position of the input signal 
0 to 1199 Vertical crop start position 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ovcrp _ win [ _ pos ] 
 Option Ovcrp _ win [ _ pos ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

pos Setting value of the vertical crop start position of the input signal 
0 to 1199 Current vertical crop start position 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
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Ovcsize (V crop size of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the vertical crop size of the input signal for the designated window. The command 
execution result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. 
This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Ovcsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 
 Option Ovcsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Size Setting value of the vertical crop size of the input signal 
8 to 1200 Vertical crop size 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ovcsize _ win [ _ size ] 
 Option Ovcsize _ win [ _ size ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

size Setting value of the vertical crop size of the input signal 
8 to 1200 Current vertical crop size 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Ovsize (V size of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the vertical display size of the designated window. The command execution result 
is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This command is 
updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  
When Oaspect is set to 0 (KEEP), executing this command automatically sets Ohsize 
according to the setting value of Iaspect. 

Format: ID Ovsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 
 Option Ovsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Size Setting value of the vertical display size of the window 
8 to 117600 Vertical display size 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ovsize _ win [ _ size ] 
 Option Ovsize _ win [ _ size ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

size Current setting value of the vertical display size of the designated window 
8 to 117600 Vertical display size 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

* For  PH , XH ,  XL ,  PE , and XE , when Oaspect is 0 (KEEP) and this command and the 
Ohsize command are updated at the same time by the UP command or the SyncUP command, 
the Ohsize command takes priority and the vertical display size is automatically set (the size 
designated by this command becomes null). 
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Ovst (V start of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the vertical display position of the designated window. The command execution 
result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. This 
command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Ovst _ Win [ _ Pos ] 
 Option Ovst _ Win [ _ Pos ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Pos Setting value of the vertical display position of the window 
-117600 to 

117599 
Vertical display position 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ovst _ win [ _ pos ] 
 Option Ovst _ win [ _ pos ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

pos Current setting value of the vertical display position of the designated 
window 

-117600 to 
117599 

Vertical display position 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Ppri (Window Priority)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the display priority of the designated window to top or bottom. The display 
priorities of the windows other than the designated window are changed accordingly. The 
command execution result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command. 

Format: ID Ppri _ Win _ Pri 

  Option Ppri _ Win _ Pri 
Win Window number 

1 to 6 Designation of the window number 
Pri Selection of the display priority 

0 The display priority of the designated window is set to the first 
place (top).  

1 The display priority of the designated window is set to the sixth 
place (bottom).  

Response: ID Ppri _ win [ _ err ] 
 Option Ppri _ win [ _ err ] 

win Window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

err Selection of the display priority 
0 to 1 Completed normally. 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

* For  PH , XH , and  XL , when the firmware version is 1.1.0 or earlier, an error of non-executable 

command is returned in the case of Win=1 or Win=2.  
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PWarrng (Window arrangement)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To automatically place the designated window in the predetermined position and size. 
The command execution result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID PWarrng _ Win _ Mode 
 Option PWarrng _ Win _ Mode 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the number of the window to be arranged 

automatically 
Mode Window arrangement mode 

0 Window reset: The designated window is displayed with the 
highest priority, fitted to the screen at the upper left of the 
display wall.  

1 Tile display: The designated window is displayed with the 
highest priority, fitted to the screen on which it is being 
displayed.  

2 Dot-by-dot: The designated window is displayed with the 
highest priority, without being scaled up or down on the screen 
on which it is being displayed. 

Response: ID PWarrng _ win [ _ err ] 
 Option PWarrng _ win [ _ err ] 

win Window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

err Execution result status 
0 to 2 Completed normally. 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

* For  HM  and  WE , when an analog, digital, or daisy board is in use, only one window can be 
displayed. Therefore, the other window in the board than the one that is designated by this 
command is hidden. 

* For the EX board for one input, when the even number window is designated, an error response 

("The designated window doesn't exist") is issued. 
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4-5 Other control commands 

Out (Digital Out of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the digital output terminal of the input board for the designated window. The 
command execution result is saved in the display memory by executing the Regdisp 
command. When no daisy board is inserted in the slot for the designated window, an 
error of non-existing terminal is returned. The daisy board has only one digital output 
terminal. When either of the Out settings of Windows 1 and 2 (Slot 1), Windows 3 and 4 
(Slot 2), and Windows 5 and 6 (Slot3) is changed, the other Out setting is also changed.  

Format: ID Out _ Win [ _ Source ] 
 Option Out _ Win [ _ Source ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Source Output setting of the digital output terminal 
0 Off 

1 to 128 Input memory number 
800 Window 1 
801 Window 2 
900 D.DIGITAL 
901 D.ANALOG 
902 D.COMP. VIDEO 
903 D.Y/C VIDEO 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Format: ID Out _ win [ _ source ] 
 Option Out _ win [ _ source ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated terminal doesn't exist. 

source Current output setting of the digital output terminal 
0 Off 

1 to 128 Input memory number 
800 Window 1 
801 Window 2 
900 D.DIGITAL 
901 D.ANALOG 
902 D.COMP. VIDEO 
903 D.Y/C VIDEO 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

memscan (Memory Scan of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To search for the memory corresponding to that for the input signal of the designated 
window from the already registered input memories and the built-in table of the ROM, 
and if found, that memory is called and displayed. If not found, each setting value is 
obtained based on the measurement of the input signal to display the image. The cube 
may take 700 msec or longer to return a response after receiving the command.  

Format: ID memscan _ Win 
 Option memscan _ Win 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the number of the window to be scanned 
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Response: ID memscan _ win [ _ memno ]  
 Option memscan _ win [ _ memno ]  

win Window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

memno Execution result status 
0 No corresponding memory was found.   

1 to 128 Number of the input memory called as a result of execution 
129 to 

255 
Number of the memory in the built-in table of the ROM called 
as a result of the execution 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Deldisp (Delete Display memory)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To delete display memories. The cube may take 700 msec or longer to return a response 
after receiving the command.  

Format: ID Deldisp _ MemNo  
 Option Deldisp _ MemNo  

MemNo Number of the display memory to be deleted 
1 to 256 Display memory number 

Response: ID Deldisp _ memno 
 Option Deldisp _ memno 

memno Number of the display memory that was deleted 
1 to 256 Display memory number 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Delinp (Delete Input Memory)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To delete input memories. The cube may take 700 msec or longer to return a response 
after receiving the command.  

Format: ID Delinp  _ MemNo  
 Option Delinp  _ MemNo  

MemNo Number of the input memory to be deleted 
1 to 128 Input memory number 

Response: ID Delinp _ memno  
 Option Delinp _ memno  

memno Number of the input memory that was deleted 
1 to 128 Input memory number 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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Dname (Display Memory Name)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the comment on the display memory. The command execution result is saved in 
the display memory by executing the Regdisp command. 

Format: ID Dname _ MemNo [ _ ‘ Comment ‘ ] 
 Option Dname _ MemNo [ _ ‘ Comment ‘ ] 

MemNo Display memory number 
0 Comment is set. (Only when the comment isn't omitted.) 

1 to 256 Number of the display memory to read the comment (only 
when Comment is omitted) 

Comment Comment text assigned to the display memory designated by MemNo. 
Text Comment(Note) 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 
(Note) Comment should be enclosed in single quotation marks (27h). 
 Available characters are one-byte alphanumeric codes, one-byte blank, and one-byte 

symbols as follows. 
 "-" (hyphen), "*" (asterisk), "/" (slash), "!" (exclamation mark), ":" (colon), "." (period), "?" 

(question mark), "(" and ")" (parenthesis)  
 Comment should consist of up to 16 characters. 

Response: ID Dname _ memno [ _ ' comment ' ] 
Option Dname _ memno [ _ ' comment ' ] 

memno Display memory number 
0 Value when Comment isn't omitted 

1 to 256 Display memory number 
Omitted Omitted when an error response is sent. 

comment Comment on the display memory designated by memno. 
Text Comment 

Omitted Omitted when an error response is sent. 

 

Regdisp (Registration of the Display memory)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To register display memories. The cube may take 700 msec or longer to return a 
response after receiving the command. This command is invalid unless input memories 
have been set.  

Format: ID Regdisp _ [ MemNo _ OverWrt ] 
 Option Regdisp _ [ MemNo _ OverWrt ] 

MemNo Display memory number 
1 to 256 Display memory number 

Omit The current display memory number is returned. 
OverWrt Selection of whether or not to allow overwriting of the display memory 

when the memory designated by MemNo has already been registered 
0 Overwriting not allowed. 
1 Overwriting allowed.  

Omit The current display memory number is returned. 

Response: ID Regdisp _ memno [ _ overwrt ] 
 Option Regdisp _ memno [ _ overwrt ] 

memno Current display memory number 
1 to 256 Current display memory number 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. (Data have already been registered.) 

overwrt Echo-back of OverWrt 
0 to 1 OverWrt is returned when MemNo and OverWrt aren't 

omitted. 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent or when MemNo 

and OverWrt are omitted. 
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Reginp (Registration of the Input Memory in designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To register the input memory being selected for the designated window. The cube may 
take 700 msec or longer to return a response after receiving the command.  

Format: ID Reginp _ Win _ [ MemNo _ OverWrt ] 
 Option Reginp _ Win _ [ MemNo _ OverWrt ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

MemNo Input memory number 
1 to 128 Input memory number 

Omit The current input memory number is returned.  
*OverWrt should be omitted, too.  

OverWrt Selection of whether or not to allow overwriting of the input memory when 
the memory designated by MemNo has already been registered 

0 Overwriting not allowed. 
1 Overwriting allowed.  

Omit The current input memory number is returned.  
*MemNo should be omitted, too.  

Response: ID Reginp _ win _ memno [ _ overwrt ] 
 Option Reginp _ win _ memno [ _ overwrt ] 

win Window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

(Including the case where OverWrt is 0 and data have 
already been registered.) 

?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
memno Current input memory number 

1 to 128 Input memory number 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

overwrt Echo-back of OverWrt 
0 to 1 OverWrt is returned when MemNo and OverWrt aren't 

omitted. 
Omit Omitted when win is "?00" or "?01" or when MemNo and 

OverWrt are omitted. 
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4-6 System setting commands 

Sascan (Auto Scan)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To turn on or off the auto scan of the designated slot and input port. The command 
execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Sascan _ Port [ _Sel ]  
 Option Sascan _ Port [ _Sel ]  

Port Designation of the input port 
0 Slot 1, Port 1 
1 Slot 1, Port 2 
2 Slot 1, Port 3 
3 Slot 2, Port 1 
4 Slot 2, Port 2 
5 Slot 2, Port 3 
6 Slot 3, Port 1 
7 Slot 3, Port 2 
8 Slot 3, Port 3 

Sel Auto scan setting 
0 Auto scan off 
1 Auto scan on 

Response: ID Sascan _ port [ _ sel ]   
Option Sascan _ port [ _ sel ] 

port Input port 
0 Slot 1, Port 1 
1 Slot 1, Port 2 
2 Slot 1, Port 3 
3 Slot 2, Port 1 
4 Slot 2, Port 2 
5 Slot 2, Port 3 
6 Slot 3, Port 1 
7 Slot 3, Port 2 
8 Slot 3, Port 3 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated port doesn't exist.  

sel Current auto scan setting 
0 Auto scan off 
1 Auto scan on 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

PAutoCSC (Auto CSC)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To start Auto CSC. This command is effective on the Master cube only. This command is 
unusable when the automatic brightness correction function (SALC command) is set to 
STOP or RUN. The execution result is applied to the CSC adjustment value (SetCSC) 
and the value is saved in the system memory by executing the save command. The err 
in the response contains a 98-bit binary-coded character string representing the ID of the 
cube in which an error was detected by the EData and AutoCSC commands. Before this 
command is completely executed, the execution result string is returned. 

Format: ID PAutoCSC [ _ Flag ] 
 Option PAutoCSC [ _ Flag ] 

Flag Auto CSC execution flag 
1 Auto CSC executed. 

Omit The current mode is returned. 

Response: ID PAutoCSC _ status [ _ err ]  
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 Option PAutoCSC _ status [ _ err ]  
status Status 

0 Except during execution 
1 Execution underway 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. (Response from Slave cube) 

err Error information 
################ When completed normally: '000 (omitted) 000' (98 

zeros) 
Error in ID 5: '000 (omitted) 0000000010000' 
Error in IDs 8 and 6: '000 (omitted) 0010100000' 

Omit Omitted when Flag is 1 or when an error response 
is sent. 

 

PAutoID (Auto ID)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To automatically and uniquely set the unit IDs of multiple cubes connected with the 
CONTROL cable. Before this command is executed, any one of the cubes should be set 
as Master by the DIP switch. This command is effective on the Master cube only. This 
command is also executable in the standby mode. Before this command is completely 
executed, the execution result string is returned.  

Format: ID PAutoID _ [ Flag ]  
 Option PAutoID _ [ Flag ] 

Flag Auto ID execution flag 
1 Auto ID executed. 

Omit The current mode is returned. 

Response: ID PAutoID _ err  
 Option PAutoID _ err  

err Execution result status 
0 Except during execution. (Allocation of unit IDs to all cubes 

completed.) 
1 Execution underway 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

PAutoIP (Auto IP address)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To automatically set the IP address. The IP address is obtained by adding the value 
(obtained by subtracting one from the ID number of the cube) to the lower eight bits of 32 
bits in the IP address. The setting range is 1 to 254. When the calculation result is 255, 1 
is allocated instead. When the result is 256 or larger, 2 or larger values are allocated 
consecutively. This command is also executable in the standby mode. The results are 
saved in the system memory by executing the save command, and then they become 
effective when the main power is turned off and then back on.   

Format: ID PAutoIP _ Flag  
 Option PAutoIP _ Flag  

Flag Auto IP address execution flag 
0 Auto IP address executed. 

Response: ID PAutoIP _ err  
 Option PAutoIP _ err  

err Execution result status 
0 Completed normally. (Allocation of IP addresses completed.) 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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PLampTReset (Lamp Timer Reset)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To reset the lamp timer/LED timer. The execution result is automatically saved in the 

lamp memory. (For PH , XH , XL , PE  XE , and WE  only) 

Format: ID PLampTReset _ Flag  
 Option PLampTReset _ Flag  

Flag Reset execution flag 
0 Resetting the lamp timer/LED timer ( PH  XH : Current lamp) 

1  PH XH : Lamp A timer reset. 

 XL PE XE WE : Not defined. 

2  PH XH : Lamp B timer reset. 

 XL PE XE WE : Not defined. 

Response: ID PLampTReset _ err  
 Option PLampTReset _ err  

err Execution result status 
0 to 2 Completed normally. (Resetting the lamp timer/LED timer 

completed.) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

PLSearch (Lamp Position Search)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To search for the maximum brightness position. This command is invalid in the standby 
mode. This command takes several tens of seconds to complete. The execution result is 
saved in the system memory by executing the save command. (Effective on the lamp 
changer models only.) (For PH , XH , and XL  only.) 

Format: ID PLSearch _ Flag 
 Option PLSearch _ Flag 

Flag Execution flag 
0 The maximum brightness position of the current lamp is 

searched. 

Response: ID PLSearch _ err  
 Option PLSearch _ err  

err Execution result status 
0 Completed normally. 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Pmech (Mech Alignment)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To control the electric 6-axis adjuster. This command is effective only when the electric 
6-axis adjuster is mounted. The cube sends response when it receives the command 
completely.  

Format: ID Pmech _ Motor [ _ Time ] 
 Option Pmech _ Motor [ _ Time ] 

Motor Motor number 
0 H-POSITION 
1 V-POSITION 
2 H-KEYSTONE 
3 V-KEYSTONE 
4 TILT 
5 ZOOM 
6 R-MIRROR / R-Screen 
7 L-MIRROR / L-Screen 
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8 R-PIN / H-Screen 
9 L-PIN 

Time Operating time 
1 to 127  Designate the operating time. 30 ms increments.  

Motor=0: Image moves to the right.  
Motor=1: Image moves up.  
Motor=2: Image moves so that the right area expands.  
Motor=3: Image moves so that the upper area expands.  
Motor=4: Image moves clockwise.  
Motor=5: Image moves to expand.  
Motor=6: Image moves so that the lower right area 

expands.( PH XH XL PE XE  WE ) 

The right side of the screen moves up. (  XM  HM ) 
Motor=7: Image moves so that the lower left area expands. 

( PH XH XL PE XE WE ) 

 The left side of the screen moves up. (  XM  HM ) 
Motor=8: Image moves so that the right center area expands. 

( PH XH XL PE XE WE ) 

 The screen moves to the right. (  XM  HM ) 
Motor=9: Image moves so that the left center area expands. 

( PH XH XL PE XE WE ) 

0 Stop 
-1 to -128 Designate the operating time. 30 ms increments.  

Motor=0: Image moves to the left.  
Motor=1: Image moves down.  
Motor=2: Image moves so that the left area expands.  
Motor=3: Image moves so that the lower area expands.  
Motor=4: Image moves counterclockwise.  
Motor=5: Image moves to shrink.  
Motor=6: Image moves so that the lower right area shrinks. 

( PH XH XL PE XE WE ) 

 The right side of the screen moves down. (  XM HM )
Motor=7: Image moves so that the lower left area shrinks. 

( PH XH XL PE XE WE ) 

 The left side of the screen moves down. (  XM  HM ) 
Motor=8: Image moves so that the right center area shrinks. 

( PH XH XL PE XE WE ) 

 The screen moves to the left. (  XM  HM ) 
Motor=9: Image moves so that the left center area shrinks. 

( PH XH XL PE XE WE )  

Omit The remaining operating time is returned. 

Response: ID Pmech _ motor [ _ time ] 
 Option Pmech _ motor [ _ time ] 

motor Motor number 
0 H-POSITION 
1 V-POSITION 
2 H-KEYSTONE 
3 V-KEYSTONE 
4 TILT 
5 ZOOM 
6 R-MIRROR 
7 L-MIRROR 
8 R-PIN/BARREL 
9 L-PIN/BARREL 
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?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

time Remaining operating time 
1 to 127  Operating time. 30 ms increments.  

0 Stop 
-1 to -128 Operating time. 30 ms increments.  

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

PMtempReset (Max.Temperaturer Reset)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To reset the maximum temperature of all the temperature sensors.  

Format: ID PMtempReset _ Flag  
 Option PMtempReset _ Flag  

Flag Maximum temperature reset execution flag 
0 The maximum temperature is reset.  

Response: ID PMtempReset _ err  
 Option PMtempReset _ err  

err Execution result status 
0 Completed normally. (Resetting the maximum temperature 

completed.) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

PSetTColor (Set Target Color)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the current adjustment value as the target color. The execution result is saved in 

the system memory by executing the save command. (For  PH ,  XH , and XL  only.) 

Format: ID PSetTColor _ Flag  
 Option PSetTColor _ Flag  

Flag Setting execution flag 
0 Target color is set.  

Response: ID PSetTColor _ err  
 Option PSetTColor _ err  

err Execution result status 
0 Completed normally. (The target color setting completed.) 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SALC (Auto luminance control)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To control the automatic brightness correction function. The execution result is saved in 
the system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID SALC [ _ Cont ] 
Option SALC [ _ Cont ] 

Cont Setting of the automatic brightness correction function  
0 Off 
1 STOP 
2 RUN 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SALC _ cont 
Option SALC _ cont 

cont Setting of the automatic brightness correction function  
0 Off 
1 STOP 
2 RUN 
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?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SALCth (Threshold for auto luminance control)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the brightness deterioration threshold of the lamp, backlight, or light source LED 
at which the brightness control is disabled. The amount of deterioration from the initial 
brightness expressed in % is set as the threshold. When the parameter is set to 40, the 
cube is excluded from the brightness control group at the time when the brightness of the 
lamp, backlight, or light source LED becomes 40% or less from the initial brightness. The 
execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID SALCth Mode [ _ Level ] 
 Option SALCth Mode [ _ Level ] 

Mode Mode setting 
0 Setting of the level at which the brightness control is disabled 

Level Setting of the brightness deterioration threshold of the lamp, backlight, or 
light source LED at which the brightness control is disabled 
0 to 100 0% to 100% 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SALCth_ mode [ _ level ] 
 Option SALCth_ mode [ _ level ] 

mode Mode setting 
0 Setting of the level at which the brightness control is disabled 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

level Brightness deterioration threshold of the lamp, backlight, or light source 
LED at which the brightness control is disabled 
0 to 100 0% to 100% 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

SAcolor (ADV. Color)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To control the out-of-gamut process. The command execution result is saved in the 
system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID SAcolor [ _ Sel ] 
 Option SAcolor [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Setting of the out-of-gamut process 
0 Off 
1 On 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SAcolor _ sel  
 Option SAcolor _ sel  

sel Currently selected out-of-gamut process setting 
0 to 1 Currently selected out-of-gamut process setting 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SAdark (ADV.Dark)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To control the ambient light compensator. The command execution result is saved in the 
system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID SAdark [ _ Sel ] 
 Option SAdark [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Setting of the ambient light compensator 
0 Off 
1 On 
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Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SAdark _ sel  
 Option SAdark _ sel  

sel Current setting of the ambient light compensator 
0 to 1 Current setting of the ambient light compensator 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SAgain  (Gain System)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the gain (white level) value of the analog RGB signal for the designated slot and 
terminal. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the 
save command. When the designated slot and terminal aren't for analog input, an error 
response is sent.  

Format: ID SAgain _ SlotTerm _ RGB [ _ Data ] 
 Option SAgain _ SlotTerm _ RGB [ _ Data ] 

SlotTerm Designation of the slot and terminal 
0 Slot 1, Terminal 1 
1 Slot 1, Terminal 2 
2 Slot 2, Terminal 1 
3 Slot 2, Terminal 2 
4 Slot 3, Terminal 1 
5 Slot 3, Terminal 2 

RGB Selection of the color (R, G, or B) to be adjusted  
0 Red gain fine-adjustment 
1 Green gain fine-adjustment 
2 Blue gain fine-adjustment 
3 Reserved 

Data Gain (white level) adjustment value 
0 to 2047 Gain (white level) adjustment value 

2048 Factory default setting value 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SAgain _ slotterm [ _ rgb _ data ]  
 Option SAgain _ slotterm [ _ rgb _ data ]  

slotterm Designation of the slot and terminal 
0 Slot 1, Terminal 1 
1 Slot 1, Terminal 2 
2 Slot 2, Terminal 1 
3 Slot 2, Terminal 2 
4 Slot 3, Terminal 1 
5 Slot 3, Terminal 2 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated terminal doesn't exist. 
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

rgb Selection of R, G, or B 
0 Red gain fine-adjustment 
1 Green gain fine-adjustment 
2 Blue gain fine-adjustment 
3 Reserved (Response is sent normally.) 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
data Current gain setting value of the color designated by rgb. 

When the gain setting value is set to 2048 (factory default setting value), 
the factory default setting value is returned at the next acquisition of the 
setting value.  
0 to 2047 Gain (white level) adjustment value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
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SAnaTerm (Analog Terminate)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the analog termination for the designated slot and terminal. The command 
execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command. When 
the designated slot and terminal aren't for analog input, an error response is sent. To set 
the analog terminal of the daisy board, Terminal 2 should be designated.  

Format: ID SAnaTerm _ SlotTerm [ _ Data ] 
 Option SAnaTerm _ SlotTerm [ _ Data ] 

SlotTerm Designation of the slot and terminal 
0 Slot 1, Terminal 1 
1 Slot 1, Terminal 2 
2 Slot 2, Terminal 1 
3 Slot 2, Terminal 2 
4 Slot 3, Terminal 1 
5 Slot 3, Terminal 2 

Data Termination setting 
0 1k termination 
1 75 termination 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SAnaTerm _ slotterm [ _ data ]  
 Option SAnaTerm _ slotterm [ _ data ]  

slotterm Designation of the slot and terminal 
0 Slot 1, Terminal 1 
1 Slot 1, Terminal 2 
2 Slot 2, Terminal 1 
3 Slot 2, Terminal 2 
4 Slot 3, Terminal 1 
5 Slot 3, Terminal 2 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated terminal doesn't exist. 
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

data Current termination setting of the input terminal designated by slotterm.  
0 to 1 Analog termination setting 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

SAwhite (System Auto White )   RS232  LAN  

Function: To automatically adjust the white level of the analog RGB signal for the designated slot 
and terminal. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by 
executing the save command. This command cannot be executed unless a full-white 
signal is being input from the analog input port. In addition, before executing this 
command, the above-mentioned full-white signal should be displayed in the dot-by-dot 
mode using the PWarrng command. (In the case of the daisy board, the signal should be 
displayed in the window having a smaller window number.) The cube may take 700 msec 
or longer to return a response after receiving the command. When the designated slot 
and terminal aren't for analog input, an error response is sent.  

Format: ID SAwhite _ SlotTerm 
 Option SAwhite _ SlotTerm 

SlotTerm Designation of the slot and terminal 
0 Slot 1, Terminal 1 
1 Slot 1, Terminal 2 
2 Slot 2, Terminal 1 
3 Slot 2, Terminal 2 
4 Slot 3, Terminal 1 
5 Slot 3, Terminal 2 
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Response: ID SAwhite _ slotterm  
 Option SAwhite _ slotterm  

slotterm  Execution result status 
0 Slot 1, Terminal 1 - Completed normally.  

(Automatic adjustment completed.) 
1 Slot 1, Terminal 2 - Completed normally.  

(Automatic adjustment completed.) 
2 Slot 2, Terminal 1 - Completed normally.  

(Automatic adjustment completed.) 
3 Slot 2, Terminal 2 - Completed normally.  

(Automatic adjustment completed.) 
4 Slot 3, Terminal 1 - Completed normally.  

(Automatic adjustment completed.) 
5 Slot 3, Terminal 2 - Completed normally.  

(Automatic adjustment completed.) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated terminal doesn't exist. 
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

 

Saperture (Aperture)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To control the edge enhancement. The command execution result is saved in the system 
memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Saperture [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Saperture [ _ Mode ] 

Mode Setting of the edge enhancement 
0 Edge enhancement disabled 

1 to 4 Edge enhancement enabled 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Saperture_ mode 
 Option Saperture_ mode 

mode Current setting of the edge enhancement 
0 Edge enhancement disabled 

1 to 4 Edge enhancement enabled 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

SautoCal (Auto calculation)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To turn on or off the automatic calculation of the CSC adjustment value when the lamp or 

the color wheel is replaced. The command execution result is saved in the system 

memory by executing the save command. (For PH , XH , and  XL  only.) 

Format: ID SautoCal [ _ Mode] 
 Option SautoCal [ _ Mode] 

Mode Setting of the CSC automatic calculation at the time of replacement 
0 Off (Automatic calculation isn't performed.) 
1 On (Automatic calculation is performed and the CSC value is 

set.) 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SautoCal _ mode 
 Option SautoCal _ mode 

mode Current setting of the CSC automatic calculation at the time of replacement
0 Off (Automatic calculation isn't performed.) 
1 On (Automatic calculation is performed and the CSC value is 

set.) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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SautoDisp (Auto Display)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the LED indication of the standby status, failure status, and blowout status of the 
lamp or light source LED. The command execution result is saved in the system memory 
by executing the save command.  

 (For  PH ,  XH , XL , PE , XE , and WE  only.) 

Format: ID SautoDisp _ Sel [ _ Mode ] 
 Option SautoDisp _ Sel [ _ Mode ] 

Sel Indication type 
0 Reserved 
1  PH XH : Warning indication by OSD 

 PE (PE73R/PE78A) XE (XE73R/XE74)  WE (WE78A): LED 
failure indication by OSD 

 XL PE (PE70/PE75/PE78) XE (XE70) WE (WE75/WE78): Not 
defined. 

2 Standby status indication by LED  
3 Failure status indication by LED 
4 Lamp or light source LED blowout status indication by LED 
5 Reserved 

Mode Indication type 
0 No indication 
1 When Sel is 1, MESSAGE, ☼ is indicated.  PH  XH  

When Sel is 1, ☼ is indicated. 

 PE (PE73R/PE78A) XE (XE73R/XE74)  WE (WE78A) 
When Sel is 2, 3, or 4, the status is indicated.  

2 When Sel is 1, ☼ is indicated.  
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SautoDisp _ sel [ _ mode] 
 Option SautoDisp _ sel [ _ mode] 

sel Indication type 
0 Reserved  
1 Warning indication by OSD. LED failure indication by OSD. 
2 Standby status indication by LED  
3 Failure status indication by LED 
4 Lamp or light source LED blowout status indication by LED 
5 Reserved 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

mode Setting value of the indication 
0 No indication 
1 When Sel is 1, MESSAGE, ☼ is indicated.  PH  XH  

When Sel is 1, ☼ is indicated. 

 PE (PE73R/PE78A) XE (XE73R/XE74)  WE (WE78A) 
When Sel is 2, 3, or 4, the status is indicated.  

2 When Sel is 1, ☼ is indicated.  
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Sautopow (Auto Power)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To control the automatic power startup when the main power is turned on. The command 
execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Sautopow [ _ Mode] 
 Option Sautopow [ _ Mode] 

Mode Automatic startup setting 
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0 According to the last power (item saved in the last memory).  
1 Automatic startup 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sautopow _ mode 
 Option Sautopow _ mode 

mode Automatic startup setting value 
0 According to the last power (item saved in the last memory).  
1 Automatic startup 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SBaudRate (Baud Rate)   LAN  

Function: To set the RS-232C communication rate. The command execution result is saved in the 
system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: Option SBaudRate [ _ Mode] 
Mode Baud rate setting 

0 9600 bps 
1 19200 bps 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: Option SBaudRate _ mode 
mode Baud rate setting 

0 9600 bps 
1 19200 bps 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SBezmode (Bezel mode)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the bezel mode. The command execution result is saved in the system memory 

by executing the save command. (For XM  and HM  only.) 

Format: ID Sbezmode [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Sbezmode [ _ Mode ] 

Mode Bezel mode setting 
0 Aspect retention mode 
1 Window size retention mode 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

 

Response: ID Sbezmode _ mode  
 Option Sbezmode _ mode 

mode Current bezel mode setting value 
0 Aspect retention mode 
1 Window size retention mode 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Sbhsize (H bezel size)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To adjust the horizontal bezel size. The command execution result is saved in the 

system memory by executing the save command. (For XM  and  HM  only.) 

Format: ID Sbhsize [ _ Size ] 
 Option  Sbhsize [ _ Size ] 

Size Horizontal bezel size setting value 
0 to 255 Bezel size setting value 
Omitted The current setting is returned. 
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Response: ID Sbhsize _ size 
 Option Sbhsize _ size 

size Current horizontal bezel size setting value 
0 to 255 Current bezel size setting value 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Sblack (Black Level)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the black level. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by 
executing the save command.  

Format: ID Sblack _ RGB [ _ Data ] 
 Option Sblack _ RGB [ _ Data ] 

RGB Selection of the color (R, G, or B) to be adjusted.  
0 Red 
1 Green 
2 Blue 

Data Black level setting value 
0 to 127 Black level setting value 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sblack _ rgb [ _ data ]  
 Option Sblack _ rgb [ _ data ]  

rgb Selection of R, G, or B 
0 Red 
1 Green 
2 Blue 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

data Current black level setting value of the color designated by rgb. 
0 to 127 Black level setting value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

 

Sblank (Blanking)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To control the boost (color wheel blanking) process. The command execution result is 

saved in the system memory by executing the save command. (For PH , XH , XL , 

 PE (PE73R/PE75/PE78/PE78A), XE (XE73R/XE74), and  WE  only. 

 Not for  PE (PE70) and XE (XE70).) 

Format: ID Sblank [ _Sel ] 
 Option Sblank [ _Sel ] 

Sel Setting of the blanking boost process 
0 Off 
1 Boost on 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sblank _ sel 
 Option Sblank _ sel 

sel Current setting value of the blanking boost process 
0 Off 
1 Boost on 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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Sbrt (Brightness)   RS232  LAN  

Function: Brightness adjustment. The command execution result is saved in the system memory 
by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Sbrt [ _ Brt ] 
 Option Sbrt [ _ Brt ] 

Brt Brightness setting value 
-50 to 50 Brightness setting value 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sbrt _ brt 
 Option Sbrt _ brt 

brt Current brightness setting value 
-50 to 50 Current brightness setting value 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Sbvsize (V bezel size)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To adjust the vertical bezel size. The command execution result is saved in the system 

memory by executing the save command. (For XM  and  HM  only.) 

Format: ID Sbvsize [ _ Size ] 
 Option Sbvsize [ _ Size ] 

Size Vertical bezel size setting value 
0 to 255 Bezel size setting value 
Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sbvsize _ size 
 Option Sbvsize _ size 

size Current vertical bezel size setting value 
0 to 255 Current bezel size setting value 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Scolkey (Color key set)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To enable or disable the chroma key mode. The command execution result is saved in 
the system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Scolkey [ _ Mode ]  
 Option Scolkey [ _ Mode ]  

Mode  Setting of the chroma key mode 
0 Off (Chroma key mode is disabled.) 
1 On (Chroma key mode is enabled.) 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Scolkey _ mode  
 Option Scolkey _ mode  

mode  Current setting of the chroma key mode 
0 Off (Chroma key mode is disabled.) 
1 On (Chroma key mode is enabled.) 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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Scolkeyc (Color key color)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the chroma key color. The command execution result is saved in the system 
memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Scolkeyc _ RGB [ _ Max _ Min ] 
 Option Scolkeyc _ RGB [ _ Max _ Min ] 

RGB Selection of the color (R, G, or B) to be set.  
0 R 
1 G 
2 B 

Max Maximum setting value of the color designated by RGB 
0 to 255 Maximum setting value 

Omit The current setting is returned. *Min should be omitted, too. 
Min Minimum setting value of the color designated by RGB 

0 to 255 Minimum setting value 
Omit The current setting is returned. *Max should be omitted, too. 

Response: ID Scolkeyc _ rgb [ _ max _ min ]  
 Option Scolkeyc _ rgb [ _ max _ min ]  

rgb Selection of the color (R, G, or B) 
0 R 
1 G 
2 B 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

max Current maximum setting value of the color designated by RGB 
0 to 255 Maximum setting value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
min Current minimum setting value of the color designated by RGB 

0 to 255 Minimum setting value 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Scont (Contrast)   RS232  LAN  

Function: Contrast adjustment. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by 
executing the save command.  

Format: ID Scont [ _ Cont ] 
 Option Scont [ _ Cont ] 

Cont Contrast setting value 
0 to 150 Contrast setting value 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Scont _ cont 
 Option Scont _ cont 

cont Current contrast setting value 
0 to 150 Current contrast setting value 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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SCmode (Change Mode)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the change mode. The command execution result is saved in the system memory 

by executing the save command. (Effective on the lamp changer models only.) (For PH  

and  XH  only.) 

Format: ID SCmode [ _ Mode ] 
 Option SCmode [ _ Mode ] 

Mode Change mode 
0 Off 
1 NORMAL 
2 LONG 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SCmode _ mode 
 Option SCmode _ mode 

mode Current change mode 
0 Off 
1 NORMAL 
2 LONG 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 
Scmtx (Color Matrix)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the color matrix type. The command execution result is saved in the system 
memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Scmtx [ _ Cmatrix ] 
 Option Scmtx [ _ Cmatrix ] 

Cmatrix Setting of the color matrix type 
0 Off 
1 VIDEO 
2 COMPUTER 
3 USER 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Scmtx _ cmatrix 
 Option Scmtx _ cmatrix 

cmatrix Current setting of the color matrix type 
0 to 3 Current setting value of the color matrix type 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 
 
Scmtxset (Color Matrix set)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the details of the user color matrix. The command execution result is saved in the 
system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Scmtxset _ Sel [ _ Data ] 
 Option Scmtxset _ Sel [ _ Data ] 

Sel  Color matrix parameter 
0 Saturation 
1 Red 
2 Yellow 
3 Green 
4 Cyan 
5 Blue 
6 Magenta 

Data Setting value 
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-5 to 5 Effective setting value range when Sel is 0 (Saturation) 
-20 to 20 Effective setting value range when Sel isn't 0 (Saturation) 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

 

Response: ID Scmtxset _ sel [ _ data ]  
 Option Scmtxset _ sel [ _ data ]  

sel Color matrix parameter 
0 to 6 Selection of the color matrix parameter 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

data Current setting value of the color matrix parameter designated by sel 
-5 to 5 sel is 0 (Saturation). 

-20 to 20 sel isn't 0 (Saturation). 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Sdimmer (Backlight dimmer)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To adjust the brightness of the currently selected backlight power mode. This command 
is unusable when the automatic brightness correction function (SALC command) is set to 
RUN. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the 
save command. (For XM  and HM  only.) 

Format: ID Sdimmer [ _ Brt ] 
 Option Sdimmer [ _ Brt ] 

Brt Backlight dimmer setting value 
50 to 100 Backlight dimmer setting value 
Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sdimmer _ brt 
 Option Sdimmer _ brt 

brt Current backlight dimmer setting value 
50 to 100 Current backlight dimmer setting value 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 
 

Sgateway (Default gateway)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the gateway. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by 
executing the save command. The gateway set by this command applies when the main 
power is turned on next time. 

 Format: ID Sgateway [ _ Data1 _ Data2 ] 
 Option Sgateway [ _ Data1 _ Data2 ] 

Data1  Upper 16 bits of the gateway address 
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
Upper 16 bits of the gateway address 

Omit The current setting value is returned.  
*Data2 should be omitted, too. 

Data2 Lower 16 bits of the gateway address 
0x0000 to 

0xfffe 
Lower 16 bits of the gateway address 
The range of the lower 8 bits is 0x00 to 0xfe. 

Omit The current setting value is returned.  
*Data1 should be omitted, too. 

Response: ID Sgateway _ data1 [ _ Data2 ]  
 Option Sgateway _ data1 [ _ Data2 ]  

data1 Upper 16 bits of the current gateway address 
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
Upper 16 bits of the gateway address 
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?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

data2 Lower 16 bits of the current gateway address 
0x0000 to 

0xfffe 
Lower 16 bits of the gateway address 
The range of the lower 8 bits is 0x00 to 0xfe. 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Sdither (Dither)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the dither. The execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the 
save command.  

Format: ID Sdither [ _ Cnt ] 
 Option Sdither [ _ Cnt ] 

Cnt Dither setting 
0 Dither off 
1 Dither on 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sdither_ cnt 
 Option Sdither_ cnt 

cnt Current dither setting value 
0 Dither off 
1 Dither on 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SelCSC (Select CSC)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To select the CSC pattern. For PH , XH , XL , PE ,  XE , and  WE , this command is 

unusable when the automatic brightness correction function (SALC command) is set to 

RUN. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the 

save command.  

Format: ID SelCSC [ _ Sel ] 
 Option SelCSC [ _ Sel ] 

Sel CSC pattern number 
0 CSC adjustment function off 
1 CSC pattern 1 
2 CSC pattern 2 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

 

Response: ID SelCSC _ sel  
 Option SelCSC _ sel  

sel Currently selected CSC pattern number 
0 to 2 Currently selected CSC pattern number (When 0, the CSC 

adjustment function is off.) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SelW (Select White Balance)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To select the white balance. For PH , XH , XL , PE ,  XE , and  WE , this command 

is unusable when the automatic brightness correction function (SALC command) is set to 

RUN. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the 

save command.  

Format: ID SelW [ _ Sel ] 
 Option SelW [ _ Sel ] 
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Sel Selection of the white balance setting 
0 LOW 
1 MIDDLE 
2 HIGH 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SelW _ sel  
 Option SelW _ sel  

sel Currently selected white balance setting 
0 to 2 Currently selected white balance setting 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SetCSC (CSC)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To perform the CSC adjustment on the currently selected CSC pattern (CSC1 or CSC2). 

This command is unusable when CSC is off. For PH , XH ,  XL ,  PE , XE , and WE , 

this command is unusable when the automatic brightness correction function (SALC 

command) is set to RUN. The command execution result is saved in the system memory 

by executing the save command.  

Format: ID SetCSC _ Sel1 _ Sel2 [ _ Data ] 
 Option SetCSC _ Sel1 _ Sel2 [ _ Data ] 

Sel1 
Sel2 

 Sel2 
0 1 2 

Sel1 0 CSC11(RR) CSC21(RG) CSC31(RB) 
1 CSC12(GR) CSC22(GG) CSC32(GB) 
2 CSC13(BR) CSC23(BG) CSC33(BB) 

Data CSC adjustment value 
0 to 1023 Adjustment value for CSC11, CSC22 and CSC33 

-256 to 255 Adjustment value for CSC12, CSC13, CSC21, CSC23, 
CSC31, CSC32 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

 

Response: ID SetCSC _ sel1 [ _ sel2 _ data ] 
 Option SetCSC _ sel1 [ _ sel2 _ data ] 

sel1 Selection of the CSC adjustment parameter (Refer to the sending format.) 
0 to 2 Selection of the CSC adjustment parameter (Refer to 

the sending format.) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

sel2 Selection of the CSC adjustment parameter (Refer to the sending format.) 
0 to 2 Selection of the CSC adjustment parameter (Refer to 

the sending format.) 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

data Current adjustment value of the CSC parameter selected by sel1 or sel2 
0 to 1023 

or 
-256 to 255 

Current CSC adjustment value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

SetGrad (Set Gradation)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the gradation adjustment value. For PH , XH ,  XL ,  PE ,  XE , and WE , this 

command is unusable when the automatic brightness correction function (SALC 

command) is set to RUN. The command execution result is saved in the system memory 

by executing the save command.  
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Format: ID SetGrad _ Col _ Para [ _ Data ] 
 Option SetGrad _ Col _ Para [ _ Data ] 

Col Selection of the color to be adjusted  
0 White 
1 Red 
2 Green 
3 Blue 

Para Selection of the parameter to be adjusted  
0 Top 
1 Bottom 
2 Left 
3 Right 
4 Top/Left 
5 Top/Right 
6 Bottom/Left 
7 Bottom/Right 

Data Gradation adjustment value 
-128 to 127 Gradation adjustment value 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SetGrad _ col [ _ para _ data ]  
 Option SetGrad _ col [ _ para _ data ]  

col Selection of the color to be adjusted  
0 White 
1 Red 
2 Green 
3 Blue 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

para Selection of the parameter 
0 to 7 Selection of the parameter (Refer to the sending format.) 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

data Current gradation adjustment value of the parameter designated by para 
-128 to 127 Gradation adjustment value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

SetW (White Balance)   RS232  LAN  

Function: White balance adjustment on the currently selected white balance pattern (LOW, 

MIDDLE, or HIGH). For PH , XH , XL , PE , XE , and  WE , this command is 

unusable when the automatic brightness correction function (SALC command) is set to 

RUN. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the 

save command.  

Format: ID SetW _ RGB [ _ Data ] 
Option SetW _ RGB [ _ Data ] 

RGB Selection of the color (R, G, or B) to be adjusted  
0 Red 
1 Green 
2 Blue 

Data White balance adjustment value 
0 to 1000 White balance adjustment value 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SetW _ rgb [ _ data ]  
 Option SetW _ rgb [ _ data ]  

rgb Selection of R, G, or B 
0 Red 
1 Green 
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2 Blue 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

data Current white balance adjustment value of the color designated by rgb 
0 to 1000 White balance adjustment value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Sflip (Image Flip)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To flip the image vertically or horizontally. The command execution result is saved in the 

system memory by executing the save command. (For  PH ,  XH ,  XL , PE , XE , and 

 WE  only.) 

Format: ID Sflip [ _ Sel ] 
 Option Sflip [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Setting of the vertical and horizontal flip 
0 Vertical flip enabled. Horizontal flip enabled.  
1 Vertical flip disabled. Horizontal flip enabled. 
2 Vertical flip enabled. Horizontal flip disabled. 
3 Vertical flip disabled. Horizontal flip disabled. 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sflip _ sel  
 Option Sflip _ sel  

sel Current setting of the vertical and horizontal flip 
0 to 3 Setting of the vertical and horizontal flip 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SFspeed (FAN speed)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the rotation speed of the cooling fan. The command execution result is saved in 

the system memory by executing the save command. (For  XM  and  HM  only.)  

Format: ID SFspeed [ _ Sel ] 
 Option SFspeed [ _ Sel ]  

Sel Setting of the rotation speed of the cooling fan 
0 Auto (Automatic speed switching)  
1 High (High speed) 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SFspeed _ sel  
 Option SFspeed _ sel  

sel Current setting of the cooling fan rotation speed 
0 to 1 Current setting of the cooling fan rotation speed 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

 

Sgamma (Gamma Select)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To select the gamma table. The command execution result is saved in the system 
memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Sgamma [ _ Sel ] 
 Option Sgamma [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Gamma table number 
1 to 5 Gamma table number 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sgamma _ sel  
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 Option Sgamma _ sel  
sel Currently selected gamma table number 

1 to 5 Currently selected gamma table number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SGenlock (Gen lock)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the genlock. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by 
executing the save command. When an SDI board isn't inserted in the designated slot, 
an error of invalid slot designation is returned. 

Format: ID SGenlock [ _Mode ] 
 Option SGenlock [ _Mode ] 

Mode Genlock mode setting 
0 Genlock off 
1 Slot 1 is genlocked. 
2 Slot 2 is genlocked. 
3 Slot 3 is genlocked. 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SGenlock _ mode  
 Option SGenlock _ mode  

mode Current genlock mode setting 
0 Genlock off 
1 Slot 1 is genlocked. 
2 Slot 2 is genlocked. 
3 Slot 3 is genlocked. 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 Not executable: The designated slot doesn't exist. 
?51 Not executable: The designated slot is invalid. 

 

 

Shlat (H location)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the horizontal installation location of the cube in the display wall. The command 
execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Shlat [ _ Location ] 
 Option Shlat [ _ Location ] 

Location Horizontal installation location of the cube in the display wall 
1 to 98 Adjustment of the horizontal display position 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Shlat _ location 
 Option Shlat _ location 

location Currently selected horizontal installation location of the cube in the display 
wall 

1 to 98 Offset value of the horizontal display position adjustment 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SHotLChange (Hot Lamp Change)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To select whether the hot lamp change is allowed or prohibited. The command execution 

result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command. (For PH  and 

 XH  only.)  

Format: ID SHotLChange [ _ Mode ] 
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 Option SHotLChange [ _ Mode ] 
Mode Hot lamp change mode setting 

0 Hot lamp change prohibited 
1 Hot lamp change allowed 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SHotLChange _ mode 
 Option SHotLChange _ mode 

mode Current hot lamp change mode setting 
0 Hot lamp change prohibited 
1 Hot lamp change allowed 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SIPadd (IP Address)   RS232  LAN  

Function: Set the IP address of the cube. The command execution result is saved in the system 
memory by executing the save command. The IP address set by this command applies 
when the main power is turned on next time.  

Format: ID SIPadd [ _ Data1 _ Data2 ] 
 Option SIPadd [ _ Data1 _ Data2 ] 

Data1  Upper 16 bits of the IP address of the cube 
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
Upper 16 bits of the IP address 

Omit The current setting value is returned.  
*Data2 should be omitted, too. 

Data2 Lower 16 bits of the IP address of the cube 
0x0001 to 

0xfffe 
Lower 16 bits of the IP address 
The range of the lower 8 bits is 0x01 to 0xfe. 

Omit The current setting value is returned.  
*Data1 should be omitted, too. 

 

Response: ID SIPadd _ data1 [ _ data2 ]  
 Option SIPadd _ data1 [ _ data2 ]  

data1 Upper 16 bits of the current IP address of the cube 
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
Upper 16 bits of the IP address 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

data2 Lower 16 bits of the current IP address of the cube 
0x0001 to 

0xfffe 
Lower 16 bits of the IP address 
The range of the lower 8 bits is 0x01 to 0xfe. 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Slampout (Lamp out mode)  RS232  LAN  

Function: BLOWOUT setting. Select to shut down the power (shift to the standby mode) or to keep 

the power of the video signal processing circuit on (shift to the BLOWOUT mode) when 

lamp/light source LED blowout is detected. The command execution result is saved in 

the system memory by executing the save command. (For  PH ,  XH , XL , PE , XE , 

and  WE  only.) 

Format: ID Slampout [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Slampout [ _ Mode ] 

Mode Operation mode 
0 Shutdown (Shift to the standby mode) 
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1 Keep operating without shutdown (Shift to the BLOWOUT 
mode) 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Slampout _ mode 
 Option Slampout _ mode 

mode Operation mode 
0 Shutdown (Shift to the standby mode) 
1 Keep operating without shutdown (Shift to the BLOWOUT 

mode) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SLEDdrive (LED drive)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To adjust the drive of the currently selected LED power mode. The command execution 

result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command. (For PE , XE ,  

and  WE  only.)  

Format: ID SLEDdrive _ RGB [ _ Data ] 
 Option SLEDdrive _ RGB [ _ Data ] 

RGB Selection of the color (R, G, or B) of the drive to be adjusted. 
0 Red 
1 Green 
2 Blue 

Data 50 to 100 Drive adjustment value 

 PE (PE70/PE75) XE (XE70) WE (WE75): All LED POWER MODE 

 PE (PE73R/PE78/PE78) XE (XE73R/XE74)  WE (WE78/WE78A): 

LED POWER MODE is BRIGHT. 
50 to 120 Drive adjustment value  

 PE (PE73R/PE78/PE78) XE (XE73R/XE74)  WE (WE78/WE78A): 

LED POWER MODE is NORMAL,ECO or A.ECO.  
Omitted The current setting is returned. 

 

Response: ID SLEDdrive _ rgb [ _ data ] 
 Option SLEDdrive _ rgb [ _ data ] 

rgb Selection of the color (R, G, or B) of the drive to be adjusted. 
0 Red 
1 Green 
2 Blue 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

data 0 to 100 Adjustment value of the drive designated by rgb. 
Omitted Omitted when an error response is sent. 

 

SLEDemergency (LED emergency mode)  RS23  LAN  

Function: To turn on or off the LED emergency mode. The command execution result is saved in 

the system memory by executing the save command. When the LED emergency mode is 

on, the power remains on during the emergency mode unless all of the LED-R, LED-G, 

and LED-B fail to illuminate. Even when a command to turn off the LED emergency 

mode is received during the emergency mode, the emergency mode continues. In such a 

case, no error response is issued. The LED emergency mode is turned off at the next 

power-on. (For PH , XH , XL , PE (PE73R/PE75/PE78/PE78A),  XE (XE73/XE74) 

and  WE  only. Not for PE (PE70) and XE (XE70).)  
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Format: ID SLEDemergency [ _ Mode ] 
Option SLEDemergency [ _ Mode ]  

Mode LED emergency mode setting (on/off) 
0 Emergency mode off 
1 Emergency mode on 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SLEDemergency _ mode 
Option SLEDemergency _ mode  

mode Current LED emergency mode setting (on/off) 
0 Emergency mode off 
1 Emergency mode on 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Slpower (Lamp Power)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the power mode of the lamp, backlight, or light source LED. The command 
execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Slpower [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Slpower [ _ Mode ] 

Mode Power mode 
0 NORMAL mode 
1 BRIGHT mode 
2  HM XM PE XE WE : ECO mode  

 PH XH XL : Not defined.  

3  PE (PE73R/PE78/PE78A) XE (XE73R/XE74) 

 WE (WE78/WE78A): ADV.ECO mode  

 PE (PE70/PE75) XE (XE70) WE (WE75)  XE  PH  XH XL : 
Not defined.  

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Slpower _ mode 
 Option Slpower _ mode 

mode Power mode 
0 NORMAL mode 
1 BRIGHT mode 
2  HM XM PE XE WE : ECO mode  

 PH XH XL : Not defined.  

3  PE (PE73R/PE78/PE78A) XE (XE73R/XE74) 

 WE (WE78/WE78A): ADV.ECO mode  

 PE (PE70/PE75) XE (XE70) WE (WE75)  XE  PH  XH XL : 
Not defined.  

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Smutec (Mute Color)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the window mute color displayed when no signal is supplied or the window is 
muted. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the 
save command.  

Format: ID Smutec [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Smutec [ _ Mode ] 

Mode Mute color setting 
0 Black 
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1 Blue 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Smutec _ mode 
 Option Smutec _ mode 

mode Current mute color setting 
0 Black 
1 Blue 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SPsave (Power save)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the power saving mode. The command execution result is saved in the system 

memory by executing the save command. (For XM  and  HM  only.) 

Format: ID SPsave [ _ Sel ] 
 Option SPsave [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Power saving setting 
0 Power saving mode activated. 
1 Power saving mode not activated. 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SPsave _ sel  
 Option SPsave _ sel 

sel Current power saving setting 
0 to 1 Currently selected power saving setting 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Sredun (Redundancy)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the board redundancy for the same boards inserted in Slots 1 and 2, and the port 
redundancy for the board having two same ports (B70G2, B70D2, and B70V2). The 
command execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save 
command. When the same boards aren't inserted in Slots 1 and 2, the command to 
enable the board redundancy isn't executed. The command to enable the port 
redundancy for the slot in which a board having two same ports isn't inserted isn't 
executed. The command to simultaneously enable more than one board redundancy and 
port redundancy isn't executed.  

Format: ID Sredun _Sel [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Sredun _Sel [ _ Mode ] 

Sel Selection of the redundancy setting 
0 Board redundancy 
1 Port redundancy for Slot 1 
2 Port redundancy for Slot 2 
3 Port redundancy for Slot 3 

Mode Redundancy control 
0 Redundancy off 
1 Redundancy on 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sredun _ sel [ _ mode ] 
 Option Sredun _ sel [ _ mode ] 

sel Selection of the redundancy setting 
0 Board redundancy 
1 Port redundancy for Slot 1 
2 Port redundancy for Slot 2 
3 Port redundancy for Slot 3 

?00 Invalid parameter 
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?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated slot doesn't exist.  

mode Current redundancy control 
0 Redundancy off 
1 Redundancy on 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Sresol (Resolution)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the resolution. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by 

executing the save command. This command is effective for PH70 series models only. 

(For  PH ,  PE , and WE  only.) 

Format: ID Sresol [ _Sel ] 
 Option Sresol [ _Sel ] 

Sel Resolution selection 
0  PH PE : SXGA+, WE : WUXGA 

1  PH PE : SXGA, WE : FULL HD 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Sresol _ sel 
 Option Sresol _ sel 

sel Current resolution selection 
0  PH PE : SXGA+, WE : WUXGA 

1  PH PE : SXGA, WE : FULL HD 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SSDIout (HD-SDI out)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the HD-SDI output. The command execution result is saved in the system 
memory by executing the save command. When an SDI board isn't inserted in the 
designated slot, an error of invalid slot designation is returned. 

Format: ID SSDIout _Sel [ _Mode ] 
 Option SSDIout _Sel [ _Mode ] 

Sel Selection of the HD-SDI output setting item 
1 Setting of the HD-SDI output for Slot 1 
2 Setting of the HD-SDI output for Slot 2 
3 Setting of the HD-SDI output for Slot 3 

Mode HD-SDI output setting (on/off) 
0 HD-SDI output off 
1 HD-SDI output on 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SSDIout _ sel [ _mode ] 
 Option SSDIout _ sel [ _mode ] 

sel Selection of the HD-SDI output setting item 
1 Setting of the HD-SDI output for Slot 1 
2 Setting of the HD-SDI output for Slot 2 
3 Setting of the HD-SDI output for Slot 3 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 Not executable: The designated slot doesn't exist. 
?51 Not executable: The designated slot is invalid. 

mode Current HD-SDI output setting (on/off) 
0 HD-SDI output off 
1 HD-SDI output on 
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Omitted Omitted when an error response is sent. 

 

Ssleep (Sleep mode)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the power saver in the standby mode. The command execution result is saved in 

the system memory by executing the save command. (For  XM  and  HM  only.) 

Format: ID Ssleep [ _ Sel ] 
 Option Ssleep [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Power saver setting 
0 Power saving mode not activated in the standby mode. 
1 Power saving mode activated in the standby mode. 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ssleep _ sel  
 Option Ssleep _ sel 

sel Current power saver setting 
0 to 1 Current power saving setting 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SSsaver (Screen saver)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To turn on or off the screen saver. The command execution result is saved in the system 

memory by executing the save command. (For XM  and  HM  only.)  

Format: ID SSsaver [ _ Sel ] 
 Option SSsaver [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Screen saver setting (on/off) 
0 Off 
1 On 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SSsaver _ sel  
 Option SSsaver _ sel  

sel Current setting (on/off) of the screen saver 
0 to 1 Current screen saver setting 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

 

SSsaverInt (Screen saver interval)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the screensaver image interval used when the screen saver is on. The command 

execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command. (For 

 XM  and  HM  only.)  

Format: ID SSsaverInt [ _ Time ] 
 Option SSsaverInt [ _ Time ]  

Time Screensaver image interval used when the screen saver is on. 
1 to 900 Interval setting (unit: second)  
Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SSsaverInt _ time  
 Option SSsaverInt _ time  

time Current screensaver image interval used when the screen saver is on. 
1 to 900 Interval setting (unit: second)  

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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Ssubnet (Subnet mask)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the subnet mask. The command execution result is saved in the system memory 
by executing the save command. The subnet mask set by this command applies when 
the main power is turned on next time.  

Format: ID Ssubnet [ _ Data1 _ Data2 ] 
 Option Ssubnet [ _ Data1 _ Data2 ] 

Data1  Upper 16 bits of the subnet mask 
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
Upper 16 bits of the subnet mask 

Omit The current setting value is returned.  
*Data2 should be omitted, too. 

Data2 Lower 16 bits of the subnet mask 
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
Lower 16 bits of the subnet mask 

Omit The current setting value is returned.  
*Data1 should be omitted, too. 

Response: ID Ssubnet _ data1 [ _data2 ]  
 Option Ssubnet _ data1 [ _data2 ]  

data1 Upper 16 bits of the current subnet mask  
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
Upper 16 bits of the subnet mask 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

data2 Lower 16 bits of the current subnet mask  
0x0000 to 

0xffff 
Lower 16 bits of the subnet mask 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Ssmode (Sync Mode)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the sync mode to display the input signal. This command sets the frame rate 
conversion mode and the slot and port to be sync with the input signal. The command 
execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command. An 
error response is sent when a non-inserted slot or port is designated. (For SDI board, 
Port 1 is HD-SDI terminal and Port 2 is GENLOCK terminal.)  

Format: ID Ssmode [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Ssmode [ _ Mode ] 

Mode Sync mode setting 
0 Frame rate conversion mode (Frame lock off) 
1 Sync with Slot 1, Port 1 
2 Sync with Slot 1, Port 2 
3 Sync with Slot 1, Port 3 
4 Sync with Slot 2, Port 1 
5 Sync with Slot 2, Port 2 
6 Sync with Slot 2, Port 3 
7 Sync with Slot 3, Port 1 
8 Sync with Slot 3, Port 2 
9 Sync with Slot 3, Port 3 

Omit The current setting is returned.  

Response: ID Ssmode [ _ mode ] 
 Option Ssmode [ _ mode ] 

mode Current sync mode setting 
0 Frame rate conversion mode (Frame lock off) 
1 Sync with Slot 1, Port 1 
2 Sync with Slot 1, Port 2 
3 Sync with Slot 1, Port 3 
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4 Sync with Slot 2, Port 1 
5 Sync with Slot 2, Port 2 
6 Sync with Slot 2, Port 3 
7 Sync with Slot 3, Port 1 
8 Sync with Slot 3, Port 2 
9 Sync with Slot 3, Port 3 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated port doesn't exist.  

 

Startmem (Start Memory)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the start memory. The command execution result is saved in the system memory 
by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Startmem [ _ Mem ] 
 Option Startmem [ _ Mem ] 

Mem Designation of the start memory number 
0 Startup using the last memory 

1 to 256 Display memory number at the time of startup 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Startmem _ mem 
 Option Startmem _ mem 

Mem Setting value of the start memory number 
0 Startup using the last memory 

1 to 256 Display memory number at the time of startup 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

SuID (Unit ID)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the unit ID number. The command execution result is saved in the system 
memory by executing the save command. The ID number set by this command applies 
after the execution of the save command.  

Format: ID SuID [ _ Unit ] 
 Option SuID [ _ Unit ] 

Unit Unit ID number setting 
1 to 98 Unit ID number 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID SuID _ unit 
 Option SuID _ unit 

unit Current unit ID number 
1 to 98 Unit ID number 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Svlat (V location)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the vertical installation location of the cube in the display wall. The command 
execution result is saved in the system memory by executing the save command.  

Format: ID Svlat [ _ Location ] 
 Option Svlat [ _ Location ] 

Location Vertical installation location of the cube in the display wall 
1 to 98 Adjustment of the vertical display position 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Svlat _ location 
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 Option Svlat _ location 
location Currently selected vertical installation location of the cube in the display 

wall 
1 to 98 Offset value of the vertical display position adjustment 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Syssync (System Sync Mode)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the system sync frequency. When this command is issued, the update operation 
is executed. The command execution result is saved in the system memory by executing 
the save command.  

Format: ID Syssync [ _ Sel ] 
 Option Syssync [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Setting of the system sync frequency (50 Hz/60 Hz) 
0 50 Hz 
1 60 Hz 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Syssync _ sel  
 Option Syssync _ sel  

sel Current setting of the system sync frequency (50 Hz/60 Hz) 
0 50 Hz 
1 60 Hz 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Test (Test Pattern)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To display the test patterns.  

Format: ID Test [ _ Sel ] 
 Option Test [ _ Sel ] 

Sel Selection of the test pattern to be 
displayed PH PE WE  

 XH  XL 

 XE  

XM

HM  

0 Regular display ○ ○ ○ 
1 Full white ○ ○ ○ 
2 Crosshatch ○ ○ ○ 
3 Adjustment white ○ ○ ○ 
4 Distortion (white frame) ○ ○ - 
5 Blue60 ○ ○ - 
6 Blue60 frame ○ ○ - 
7 Gray10 ○ ○ - 
8 Gray10 frame ○ ○ - 
9 Gray8 ○ ○ - 
10 Gray8 frame  ○ ○ - 
11 Blue40 ○ ○ - 
12 Blue50 ○ ○ - 
13 Gray15 ○ ○ - 
14 Gray20 ○ ○ - 

15 
13-point brightness 
comparison 

○ ○ ○ 

16 Gradation ○ ○ ○ 
17 Color bar ○ ○ ○ 
18 Distortion 2 (red frame) ○ ○ - 
19 Gray 30 - ○ - 
20 Gray 63 - - ○ 
21 Gray 127 - - ○ 
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22 Checker - - ○ 

23 
13-point brightness 
measurement 2  

- - ○ 

24 

White ○ 
For 

PE73R/PE78/P
E78A and 

WE78/WE78A 
only. 

○ 
For 

XE73R/XE74 
only. 

- 

Omit 
The current setting is 
returned. 

○ 

 ○: Valid, -: Not defined 

Response: ID Test _ sel  
 Option Test _ sel  

sel Selected test pattern 
0 to 18 Selected test pattern 

?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

 

Tstmute (Test Mute)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To mute the selected color. This command is usable when TEST is 0, 1, 2, 3, or 7. 

Format: ID Tstmute _ Sel [ _ Mute ] 
 Option Tstmute _ Sel [ _ Mute ] 

Sel Selection of the color to be controlled 
0 Red 
1 Green 
2 Blue 

Mute Mute status of the color selected by Sel 
0 Mute off 
1 Mute on 

Omit The current status is returned. 

Response: ID Tstmute _ sel [ _ mute ] 
 Option Tstmute _ sel [ _ mute ] 

sel Selected color 
0 to 2 Mute color 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 

mute Mute status of the selected color 
0 Mute off 
1 Mute on 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

save (Memory Save)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To save the system memory setting values. The cube may take 700 msec or longer to 
return a response after receiving the command.  

Format: ID save 
 Option save 

Response: ID save [ _ err ] 
 Option save [ _ err ] 

err Execution result status 
Omit Completed normally. (Saving completed.) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
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4-7 Input signal adjustment commands 

Asgain (Gain of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To adjust the gain (white level) of the analog RGB input signal supplied to the input port 
selected for the designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input 
memory by executing the Reginp command. When the input source selected for the 
designated window isn't analog input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input port is selected for two 
windows, by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be 
changed accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG 

Format: ID Asgain _ Win _ RGB [ _ Data ] 
 Option Asgain _ Win _ RGB [ _ Data ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

RGB Selection of the color (R, G, or B) to be adjusted  
0 Red gain adjustment 
1 Green gain adjustment 
2 Blue gain adjustment 

Data(Note) Gain (white level) adjustment value 
0 to 2047 Gain (white level) 

2048 The system memory setting value is set.  
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Asgain _ win [ _ rgb _ data ]  
 Option Asgain _ win [ _ rgb _ data ]  

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

rgb Selection of R, G, or B 
0 Red gain adjustment 
1 Green gain adjustment 
2 Blue gain adjustment 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
data Current gain setting value of the color designated by rgb. 

When the gain setting value is set to 2048 (system memory setting value), 
the system memory setting value is returned at the next acquisition of the 
setting value.  
0 to 2047 Gain (white level) adjustment value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Aswhite (Auto White of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To automatically adjust the white level of the analog RGB input signal supplied to the 
input port selected for the designated window. The command execution result is saved in 
the input memory by executing the Reginp command. This command cannot be 
executed unless a full-white signal is being input to the selected input port. The cube 
may take 700 msec or longer to return a response after receiving the command. When 
the input source selected for the designated window isn't analog input, an error of invalid 
terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input port is selected for two 
windows, by conducting the automatic adjustment on either window, the value of the 
other window will be changed accordingly.   
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Supported input: ANALOG 

Format: ID Aswhite _ Win 
 Option Aswhite _ Win 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Response: ID Aswhite [ _ err ] 
 Option Aswhite [ _ err ] 

err Execution result status 
Omit Completed normally. (Automatic adjustment completed.) 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

 

IPconv (Pixel Conversion of designate Window)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the pixel conversion filter for the designated window. The command execution 
result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp command.  

Format: ID IPconv _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option IPconv _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Pixel conversion filter setting 
0 to 2 Pixel conversion filter setting 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID IPconv _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option IPconv _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

mode Current setting value of the pixel conversion filter 
0 to 2 Setting value of the pixel conversion filter 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Iaspect (Aspect Ratio)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the aspect ratio of the input signal being selected for the designated window. The 
command execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp 
command.  
When Oaspect is set to KEEP, executing this command automatically recalculates 
Ovsize.  

Format: ID Iaspect _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Iaspect _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Aspect ratio setting 
0 AUTO 
1 4:3 
2 5:4 
3 16:9 

Omit The current setting is returned. 
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Response: ID Iaspect _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Iaspect _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

mode Current setting value of the aspect ratio 
0 AUTO 
1 4:3 
2 5:4 
3 16:9 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ibrt (Brightness)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To adjust the brightness of the designated window. The command execution result is 
saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp command. This command is updated 
by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Ibrt _ Win [ _ Brt ] 
 Option Ibrt _ Win [ _ Brt ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Brt Brightness setting value 
-50 to 50 Brightness setting value 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ibrt _ win [ _ brt ] 
 Option Ibrt _ win [ _ brt ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

brt Current brightness setting value 
-50 to 50 Current brightness setting value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Iclpos (Clamp Position)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the clamp pulse position of the analog signal supplied to the input port selected for 
the designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input memory by 
executing the Reginp command. When the input source selected for the designated 
window isn't analog input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input port is selected for two 
windows, by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be 
changed accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG 

Format: ID Iclpos _ Win [ _ Pos ] 
 Option Iclpos _ Win [ _ Pos ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Pos Setting of the clamp pulse position 
0 to 255 Setting of the clamp pulse position 

Omit The current setting is returned. 
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Response: ID Iclpos _ win [ _ pos ] 
 Option Iclpos _ win [ _ pos ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

pos Current setting value of the clamp pulse position 
0 to 255 Setting of the clamp pulse position 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Iclwidth (Clamp Width)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the clamp pulse width of the analog input signal supplied to the input port selected 
for the designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input memory 
by executing the Reginp command. When the input source selected for the designated 
window isn't analog input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input port is selected for two 
windows, by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be 
changed accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG 

Format: ID Iclwidth _ Win [ _ Width ] 
 Option Iclwidth _ Win [ _ Width ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Width Setting value of the clamp pulse width 
0 to 30 Setting value of the clamp pulse width 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Iclwidth _ win [ _ width ] 
 Option Iclwidth _ win [ _ width ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

width Current setting value of the clamp pulse width 
0 to 30 Setting value of the clamp pulse width 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Icolor (Color)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the color density of the video input signal supplied to the input port selected for 
the designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input memory by 
executing the Reginp command. This command is updated by the UP command or the 
SyncUP command. When the input source selected for the designated window isn't 
video input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same video input port is selected for two windows, 
by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be changed 
accordingly.   

Supported input: COMPOSITE VIDEO, Y/C VIDEO 
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Format: ID Icolor _ Win [ _ Col ] 
 Option Icolor _ Win [ _ Col ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Col Color density setting value 
-8 to 8 Color density setting value  
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Icolor _ win [ _ col ] 
 Option Icolor _ win [ _ col ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

col Current color density setting value 
-8 to 8 Current color density setting value 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Icont (Contrast)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To adjust the contrast of the designated window. The command execution result is saved 
in the input memory by executing the Reginp command. This command is updated by 
the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Icont _ Win [ _ Cont ] 
 Option Icont _ Win [ _ Cont ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Cont Contrast setting value 
0 to 150 Contrast setting value 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Icont _ win [ _ cont ] 
 Option Icont _ win [ _ cont ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

cont Current contrast setting value 
0 to 150 Current contrast setting value 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Iepllh (PLL hold end)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the PLL hold end position of the analog input signal supplied to the input port 
selected for the designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input 
memory by executing the Reginp command. When the input source selected for the 
designated window isn't analog input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input port is selected for two 
windows, by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be 
changed accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG 
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Format: ID Iepllh _ Win [ _ End ] 
 Option Iepllh _ Win [ _ End ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

End PLL hold end position 
0 to 31 PLL hold end position 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Iepllh _ win [ _ end ] 
 Option Iepllh _ win [ _ end ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

end Current PLL hold end position 
0 to 31 Current PLL hold end position 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ifilmmode (Film mode)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the film mode of the input signal selected for the designated window. The 
command execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command. When the input source 
selected for the designated window isn't HD-SDI nor DIGITAL,ANALOG on BC-B70DA2, 
an error of invalid terminal designation is returned. 

Supported input: HD-SDI 

ANALOG,DIGITAL (Only VC-B70DA2 is supported.) 

Format: ID Ifilmmode _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Ifilmmode _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Film mode 
0 Film mode - Off 
1 Film mode - Auto 

Omitted The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ifilmmode _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Ifilmmode _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist. 
?51 The designated terminal is invalid. 

mode Current film mode 
0 Film mode - Off 
1 Film mode - Auto 

Omitted Omitted when an error response is sent. 
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Ifilter (Filter)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the sharpness of the video input signal supplied to the input port selected for the 
designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input memory by 
executing the Reginp command. This command is updated by the UP command or the 
SyncUP command. When the input source selected for the designated window isn't 
video input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same video input port is selected for two windows, 
by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be changed 
accordingly.   

Supported input: COMPOSITE VIDEO, Y/C VIDEO 

Format: ID Ifilter _ Win [ _ Data ] 
Option Ifilter _ Win [ _ Data ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Data Sharpness setting value 
-8 to 8 Sharpness setting value  
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ifilter _ win [ _ data ] 
 Option Ifilter _ win [ _ data ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

data Current sharpness setting value 
-8 to 8 Current sharpness setting value 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ifine (Fine Delay)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the sampling clock phase in the AD converter for the analog input signal supplied 
to the input port selected for the designated window. The command execution result is 
saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp command. When the input source 
selected for the designated window isn't analog input, an error of invalid terminal 
designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input port is selected for two 
windows, by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be 
changed accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG 

Format: ID Ifine _ Win [ _ Phase ] 
 Option Ifine _ Win [ _ Phase ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Phase Setting value of the sampling clock phase 
-64 to 63 Setting value of the sampling clock phase 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ifine _ win [ _ phase ] 
 Option Ifine _ win [ _ phase ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
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?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  
phase Current setting value of the sampling clock phase 

-64 to 63 Current setting value of the sampling clock phase 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ifinv (Field Invert)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the criteria to determine odd and even fields when an interlaced analog or digital 
input signal is supplied to the input port selected for the designated window. This 
command is used when odd and even fields are inverted, resulting in unnatural output 
images. (This command determines odd and even fields in reverse.) The command 
execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp command. This 
command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command. When the input 
source selected for the designated window isn't analog or digital input, an error of invalid 
terminal designation is returned.  

Supported input: ANALOG, DIGITAL 

Format: ID Ifinv _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Ifinv _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Field invert mode 
0 Fields aren't inverted. (FIELD JUDGMENT: NORMAL) 
1 Fields are inverted. (FIELD JUDGMENT: REVERSE) 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ifinv _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Ifinv _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

mode Current field invert mode 
0 Fields aren't inverted. (FIELD JUDGMENT: NORMAL) 
1 Fields are inverted. (FIELD JUDGMENT: NORMAL) 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ihsize (H size)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the horizontal effective size of the input signal for the designated window. The 
command execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command. 
Executing this command reconfigures Ohcrp, Ohcsize, Ovcrp and Ovcsize. (For both 
horizontal and vertical sizes, the cut-out start position is automatically set to 0 and the 
cut-out size is automatically set to the values of the effective size of the input signal 
(Ihsize, Ivsize)). When Iaspect is set to AUTO and Oaspect is set to KEEP, Ovsize is 
automatically recalculated.   

Format: ID Ihsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 
 Option Ihsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Size Setting value of the horizontal effective size 
640 to 1920 Setting value of the horizontal effective size 

Omit The current setting is returned. 
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Response: ID Ihsize _ win [ _ size ] 
 Option Ihsize _ win [ _ size ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

size Current setting value of the horizontal effective size 
640 to 1920 Current setting value of the horizontal effective size 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Ihst (H start position)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the horizontal effective start position of the input signal for the designated window. 
The command execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  

Format: ID Ihst _ Win [ _ Start ] 
 Option Ihst _ Win [ _ Start ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Start Setting value of the horizontal effective start position 
0 to 1920 Setting value of the horizontal effective start position 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ihst _ win [ _ start ] 
 Option Ihst _ win [ _ start ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

start Current setting value of the horizontal effective start position 
0 to 1920 Current setting value of the horizontal effective start position 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
 

Ihtotal (H total)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the total horizontal sampling number in the AD converter for the analog RGB input 
signal supplied to the input port selected for the designated window. The command 
execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp command. When 
the input source selected for the designated window isn't analog input, an error of invalid 
terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input port is selected for two 
windows, by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be 
changed accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG 

Format: ID Ihtotal _ Win [ _ Num ] 
 Option Ihtotal _ Win [ _ Num ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Num Total horizontal sampling number (Only even numbers are effective.)  
700 to 2640 Total horizontal sampling number (Only even numbers are 

effective.)  
Omit The current setting is returned. 
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Response: ID Ihtotal _ win [ _ num ] 
 Option Ihtotal _ win [ _ num ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

num Current total horizontal sampling number 
700 to 2640 Current total horizontal sampling number 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

IADfilter (Low pass filter)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the filter in the AD converter for the analog input signal supplied to the input port 
selected for the designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input 
memory by executing the Reginp command. When the input source selected for the 
designated window isn't analog input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input port is selected for two 
windows, by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be 
changed accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG (VC-B70DA is not supported.) 

Format: ID IADfilter _ Win [ _ Num ] 
 Option IADfilter _ Win [ _ Num ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Num Filter setting 
0 to 3 Filter setting 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID IADfilter _ win [ _ num ] 
 Option IADfilter _ win [ _ num ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

num Current filter setting 
0 to 3 Current filter setting 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
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Iname (Input Memory Name)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the comment on the input memory for the designated window. The command 
execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp command.  

Format: ID Iname _ Win MemNo [ _ ' Comment ' ] 
 Option Iname _ Win MemNo [ _ ' Comment ' ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

MemNo Input memory number 
0 Comment is set (only when Comment isn't omitted).  

1 to 128 Number of the input memory to read the comment (only when 
Comment is omitted) 

Comment Comment text assigned to the input memory designated by MemNo. 
Text Comment(Note) 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

(Note) Comment should be enclosed in single quotation marks (27h).  
 Available characters are one-byte alphanumeric codes, one-byte blank, and one-byte 

symbols as follows.  
 "-" (hyphen), "*" (asterisk), "/" (slash), "!" (exclamation mark), ":" (colon), "." (period), "?" 

(question mark), "(" and ")" (parenthesis)  
 Comment should consist of up to 16 characters.  

Response: ID Iname _ win [ _ memno _ ' comment ' ] 
 Option Iname _ win [ _ memno _ ' comment ' ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

memno Input memory number 
0 Value when Comment isn't omitted 

1 to 128 Input memory number 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

comment Comment on the input memory designated by memno.  
Text Comment 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Iscan (Scan Mode)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To select the scan mode: interlace (standard mode/static mode) or non-interlace, for the 
analog or digital input signal supplied to the input port selected for the designated 
window. The command execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the 
Reginp command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP 
command. When the input source selected for the designated window isn't analog or 
digital input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  

Supported input: ANALOG, DIGITAL 

Format: ID Iscan _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Iscan _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Scan mode (Interlace/Non-interlace) 
0 Non-interlace 
1 Interlace (Standard mode) 
2 Interlace (Static mode) 
3 Interlace(Adaptive mode) : Only VC-B70DA2 is supported. 

Omit The current setting is returned. 
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Response: ID Iscan _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Iscan _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

mode Current scan mode (Interlace/Non-interlace) 
0 Non-interlace 
1 Interlace (Standard mode) 
2 Interlace (Static mode) 
3 Interlace(Adaptive mode) : Only VC-B70DA2 is supported. 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Isig (Input SignalType)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To select RGB, YCbCr, or YPbPr for the analog or digital input signal supplied to the 
input port selected for the designated window. The command execution result is saved in 
the input memory by executing the Reginp command. This command is updated by the 
UP command or the SyncUP command. When the input source selected for the 
designated window isn't analog or digital input, an error of invalid terminal designation is 
returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same input port is selected for two windows, by 
changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be changed 
accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG, DIGITAL 

Format: ID Isig _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Isig _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Input signal 
0 RGB 
1 YPbPr 
2 YCbCr 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Isig _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Isig _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

mode Current input signal selection 
0 RGB 
1 YPbPr 
2 YCbCr 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ismode (Sync Mode)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the sync mode to display the input signal. The command execution result is saved 
in the input memory by executing the Reginp command. This command is updated by 
the UP command or the SyncUP command.  
This setting is effective only when Ssmode is 0. (The setting can be changed regardless 
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of the value of Ssmode.) When this setting of multiple windows is set to 1 (sync with 
input signal) at the same time, the windows are displayed in sync with the input signal of 
the window that was set by this command last. When this setting of multiple windows is 
set to 1 as a result of the simultaneous update by Calldisp or other commands, the input 
signal to be sync with is uncertain.  

Format: ID Ismode _ Win [ _ Mode ] 
 Option Ismode _ Win [ _ Mode ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Mode Sync mode 
0 Frame rate conversion mode 
1 Sync with the input signal of the window designated by Win 

(LOCK) 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ismode _ win [ _ mode ] 
 Option Ismode _ win [ _ mode ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

mode Current sync mode 
0 Frame rate conversion mode 
1 Sync with the input signal (LOCK) 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ispllh (PLL hold start)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the PLL hold start position of the analog RGB input signal supplied to the input 
port selected for the designated window. The command execution result is saved in the 
input memory by executing the Reginp command. When the input source selected for the 
designated window isn't analog input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned. 
When the daisy board is used and the same analog input signal is selected for two 
windows, by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be 
changed accordingly.   

Supported input: ANALOG 

Format: ID Ispllh _ Win [ _ Start ] 
 Option Ispllh _ Win [ _ Start ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Start PLL hold start position 
-32 to 0 PLL hold start position 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ispllh _ win [ _ start ] 
 Option Ispllh _ win [ _ start ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

start Current PLL hold start position 
-32 to 0 Current PLL hold start position 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
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Itint (Tint)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the tint of the video input signal supplied to the input port selected for the 
designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input memory by 
executing the Reginp command. This command is updated by the UP command or the 
SyncUP command. When the input source selected for the designated window isn't 
video input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same video input port is selected for two windows, 
by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be changed 
accordingly.   

Supported input: COMPOSITE VIDEO, Y/C VIDEO 

Format: ID Itint _ Win [ _ Tint ] 
 Option Itint _ Win [ _ Tint ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Tint Tint setting value 
-8 to 8 Tint setting value 
Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Itint _ win [ _ tint ] 
 Option Itint _ win [ _ tint ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

tint Current tint setting value 
-8 to 8 Current tint setting value 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ivsig (Video signal)  RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the format of the video input signal supplied to the input port selected for the 
designated window. The command execution result is saved in the input memory by 
executing the Reginp command. When the input source selected for the designated 
window isn't video input, an error of invalid terminal designation is returned.  
When the daisy board is used and the same video input port is selected for two windows, 
by changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be changed 
accordingly.   

Supported input: COMPOSITE VIDEO, Y/C VIDEO 

Format: ID Ivsig _ Win [ _ Sel ] 
 Option Ivsig _ Win [ _ Sel ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Sel Video input signal 
0 AUTO 
1 NTSC 
2 PAL 
3 SECAM 
4 PAL-M 
5 PAL-N 
6 443NTSC 
7 PAL-60 

Omit The current setting is returned. 
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Response: ID Ivsig _ win [ _ sel ] 
 Option Ivsig _ win [ _ sel ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  
?51 The designated terminal is invalid.  

sel Currently selected video input signal 
0 to 7 Currently selected video input signal 
Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

 

Ivsize (V size)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the vertical effective size of the input signal for the designated window. The 
command execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command.  
Executing this command reconfigures Ohcrp, Ohcsize, Ovcrp and Ovcsize. (For both 
horizontal and vertical sizes, the cut-out start position is automatically set to 0 and the 
cut-out size is automatically set to the values of the effective size of the input signal 
(Ihsize, Ivsize). When Iaspect is set to AUTO and Oaspect is set to KEEP, Ovsize is 
automatically recalculated.  
When the daisy board is used and the same input port is selected for two windows, by 
changing this value of either window, the value of the other window will be changed 
accordingly.   

Format: ID Ivsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 
 Option Ivsize _ Win [ _ Size ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Size Setting value of the vertical effective size 
200 to 
1200 

Setting value of the vertical effective size 
 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ivsize _ win [ _ size ] 
 Option Ivsize _ win [ _ size ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

size Current setting value of the vertical effective size 
200 to 
1200 

Setting value of the vertical effective size 
 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  

* For  PH , XH , and  XL , when the firmware version is 1.1.0 or earlier, the ranges of Size and 

size are 350 to 1200. 
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Ivst (V start position)   RS232  LAN  

Function: To set the vertical effective start position of the input signal for the designated window. 
The command execution result is saved in the input memory by executing the Reginp 
command. This command is updated by the UP command or the SyncUP command. The 
setting value may be changed automatically so that the sum of the Ivst and Ivsize setting 
values is kept below the number of lines of the measured input signal.  

Format: ID Ivst _ Win [ _ Start ] 
 Option Ivst _ Win [ _ Start ] 

Win Window number 
1 to 6 Designation of the window number 

Start Setting value of the vertical effective start position 
0 to 1200 Setting value of the vertical effective start position 

Omit The current setting is returned. 

Response: ID Ivst _ win [ _ start ] 
 Option Ivst _ win [ _ start ] 

win Designated window number 
1 to 6 Designated window number 
?00 Invalid parameter 
?01 Not executable. 
?50 The designated window doesn't exist.  

start Current setting value of the vertical effective start position 
0 to 1200 Current setting value of the vertical effective start position 

Omit Omitted when an error response is sent.  
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4-8 Commands sent from the cube 
This section describes the commands sent from the cube to the controller. The commands are issued to 
the destinations (controllers) of which notification function is enabled by the NoticeFunc command. This 
function can be enabled or disabled controller by controller. It is inactive immediately after the connection 
is established.  

NProtect (Protect)  LAN  

Function: To notify of the unit timer value and the protect information at the time of shutdown for 
protection.  

Cube to Controller 

Format: Option NProtect _ time _ info 
time Unit timer value: (Unit: hour). 0 to 99999 
info Protect information 

 1: CPU RAM error 
 2: Lamp/backlight/light source LED illumination failure 
 3: Power failure 
 4: Fan 1 stop (Power) 
 5: Fan 2 stop (Power) 
 6: Fan 3 stop (DMD) ( XM HM : Not defined.) 

 7: PELT board failure 
 (  PE PE73R/PE75/PE78/PE78A XH XL XE XM HM  WE : Not defined.) 

 8: Fan 5 stop ( PH XH XL : Lamp_A, PE XE WE : LED-R) 

(  XM  HM : Not defined.) 

 9: Fan 6 stop ( PH XH : Lamp_B, PE XE WE : LED-G1) 

(  XM  HM : Not defined.) 

10: (Not defined) 
11: (Not defined) 
12: A6V (Main) power error ( HM : Not defined.) 

13: 12V (Main) power error ( HM : Not defined.) 

14: 12V (Fan) power error ( HM : Not defined.) 

15: 12V or 24V power error  
 (  PH  XH XL PE XE WE : 12V (Formatter), XM : 24V (Backlight)) 

(  HM : Not defined.) 

16: 390V power error ( HM : Not defined.) 

17: Main DC-DC converter error 
18: Slot 1 DC-DC converter error 
19: Slot 2 DC-DC converter error 
20: Slot 3 DC-DC converter error 
21:  PH  XH XL : Color wheel breakdown, PE XE  WE : -12V power 

error,  XM HM : Not defined. 

22:  PH  XH XL : Lamp and ballast unmatch, PE  XE  WE : LED-R 

illumination failure, XM HM : Not defined. 

23:  PH  XH XL : Lamps A and B output unmatch,  PE  XE  WE : LED-G 

illumination failure, XM HM : Not defined. 

24:  PH  XH XL : Neither Lamp A nor B loaded,  PE  XE  WE : LED-B 

illumination failure, XM HM : Not defined. 

25:  PH  XH XL : Lamp change error, PE XE WE : LED-R and LED-G 

illumination failure, XM HM : Not defined. 
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26:  PH  XH XL : Ballast A error, PE XE WE : LED-G and LED-B 

illumination failure, XM HM : Not defined. 

27:  PH  XH : Ballast B error, PE XE WE : LED-R and LED-B illumination 

failure,  XM HM : Not defined. 

28: Formatter memory error, XM HM : Not defined. 

29: Formatter ASIC error, XM HM : Not defined. 

30: I2C bus lock 
31: Temperature error (Power 1) 
32: Temperature error ( PH XH XL PE XE XM WE : Power 2,  

 HM : Main) 

33: Temperature error (Sensor) 
34: Temperature error ( PH XH XL : Joint, PE XE  WE : DSP,  

 XM  HM : Not defined.) 

35: Temperature error ( PH XH XL : Lamp A, PE XE  WE : LED-R,  

 XM  HM : Not defined.) 

36: Temperature error ( PH XH : Lamp B, PE XE WE : LED-G,  

 XM  HM : Not defined.) 

37: Temperature error (LED-B) (For PE XE WE  only) 

38: Fan 7 stop (LED-B) (For PE XE WE  only) 

39: Fan 8 stop (LED-G2) (For PE XE WE  only) 

 

NChange (Lamp Change)  LAN  

Function: To notify of the lamp change and the start of the lamp change. (For PH  and XH  

only.) 

Cube to Controller 

Format: Option NChange _ time _ info 
time Unit timer value: (Unit: hour) 

0 to 99999 

info  1: Occurrence of the lamp change notice  
 2: Start of the lamp change operation  

 

NTemp (Temperature)  LAN  

Function: To notify of the temperature warning.  

Cube to Controller 

Format: Option NTemp _ time _ info 
time Unit timer value: (Unit: hour) 

0 to 99999 

info  1: Thermometer 1 indicates a temperature at the warning level or higher. 
 2: Thermometer 2 indicates a temperature at the warning level or higher. 
 3: Thermometer 3 indicates a temperature at the warning level or higher. 

 4: Thermometer 4 indicates a temperature at the warning level or higher.  
    (For  PH XH XL PE XE WE  only.) 

 5: Thermometer 5 indicates a temperature at the warning level or higher. 
    (For  PH XH XL PE XE WE  only.) 

 6: Thermometer 6 indicates a temperature at the warning level or higher. 
    (For  PE XE WE  only.)  
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NDown (Shutdown)  LAN  

Function: To issue advance notice of shutdown.  

Cube to Controller 

Format: Option NDown _ time _ info 
time Unit timer value: (Unit: hour) 

0 to 99999 

info  1: Shutdown due to Thermometer 1 is notified.  

 2: Shutdown due to Thermometer 2 is notified.  

 3: Shutdown due to Thermometer 3 is notified.  

 4: Shutdown due to Thermometer 4 is notified.  
    (For  PH XH XL PE XE WE  only.) 

 5: Shutdown due to Thermometer 5 is notified.  
    (For  PH XH XL PE XE WE  only.) 

 6: Shutdown due to stop of Fan 1 is notified.  

 7: Shutdown due to stop of Fan 2 is notified.  

 8: Shutdown due to stop of Fan 3 is notified.   
    (For  PH XH XL PE XE WE  only.) 

 9: Shutdown due to PELT board failure is notified.  
    (For  PH PE (PE70) only.) 

10: Shutdown due to stop of Fan 5 is notified.  
    (For  PH XH XL PE XE WE  only.) 

11: Shutdown due to stop of Fan 6 is notified.  
    (For  PH XH XL PE XE WE  only.) 

12: Shutdown due to Thermometer 6 is notified. (For  PE  XE  WE  only.)  

13: Shutdown due to Fan 7 is notified. (For PE XE WE  only.)  

14: Shutdown due to Fan 8 is notified. (For PE XE WE  only.) 
 

 

NSignal (Signal Change)  LAN  

Function: To notify of the port number, change of the input signal, and absence of signals when the 
input signal status is changed.  

Cube to Controller 

Format: Option NSignal _ slotterm _ info 
slotterm  1: Slot 1, Port 1 

 2: Slot 1, Port 2 
 3: Slot 1, Port 3 
 4: Not defined 
 5: Slot 2, Port 1 
 6: Slot 2, Port 2 
 7: Slot 2, Port 3 
 8: Not defined 
 9: Slot 3, Port 1 
10: Slot 3, Port 2 
11: Slot 3, Port 3 
12: Not defined 

info  0: Signal status changed from present to absent.  
 1: Signal status changed from absent to present.  
 2: Change of the input signal was detected.  
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NSigSwap (Signal Swap)  LAN  

Function: Occurrence of board swap or port swap by the redundancy function is notified. 

Cube to Controller 

Format: Option NSigSwap _ status _ info 
status   1: Change of the board swap status 

 2: Slot 1 - Change of the port swap status 
 3: Slot 2 - Change of the port swap status 
 4: Slot 2 - Change of the port swap status 

info  0: Change of status from swap to non-swap 
 1: Change of status from non-swap to swap 
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5 Control example 
An example of the display wall control is shown below.  

Fig. 5.1 shows the system connection example. Table 5.1 describes the registered memories.  

 

ID: 1 

IP address: 
192.168.100.32 

 Master 

A1 

A3 

A2 

A4 

Slot 1-1

Slot 1-1

Slot 1-1 

Slot 1-1 

D
is

tr
ib

ut
or

 C 

ID: 2 

IP address: 
192.168.100.33 

 Slave 

ID: 3 

IP address: 
192.168.100.34 

 Slave 

ID: 4 

IP address: 
192.168.100.35 

 Slave 

Slot 2-2 Slot 2-2

Slot 2-2 Slot 2-2

 

Fig. 5.1 System connection 

 

Memory Memory 
number 

Description 

Input memory 1 Input A ("" is 1 to 4.)  
2 Input B 
3 Input C 

Display memory 1 Input A is displayed on the entire screen of each cube.  

Table 5.1 Memory descriptions 

5-1 Example of startup process 
Control via RS232C 

Sending string Response string Description 
00vP 1 00vP 1 Instruction for startup (batch command) 
01vP 01vP 2 Waiting until the startup process completes by the vP 

command (Check with the ID1 cube only.) 01vP 01vP 2 
  
01vP 01vP 2 
01vP 01vP 1 Confirmation of the completion of startup of ID1  
02vP 02vP 1 Check with other cubes.  
03vP 03vP 1 
04vP 04vP 1 

 

Control via LAN 

Communication 
destination 

Sending 
string 

Response 
string 

Description 

192.168.100.32 0001vP 1 0001vP 1 Instruction for startup (to the cube at 
192.168.100.32) 

192.168.100.33 0002vP 1 0002vP 1 Instruction for startup (to the cube at 
192.168.100.33) 

192.168.100.34 0003vP 1 0003vP 1 Instruction for startup (to the cube at 
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192.168.100.34) 
192.168.100.35 0004vP 1 0004vP 1 Instruction for startup (to the cube at 

192.168.100.35) 
192.168.100.32 0005vP 0005vP 2 Waiting until the startup process completes by the 

vP command (Check with the cube at 
192.168.100.32 only.) 

192.168.100.32 0006vP 0006vP 2 
   
192.168.100.32 0010vP 0010vP 2 
192.168.100.32 0011vP 0011vP 1 Confirmation of the completion of startup of the 

cube at 192.168.100.32  
192.168.100.33 0012vP 0012vP 1 Check with other cubes.  
192.168.100.34 0013vP 0013vP 1 
192.168.100.35 0014vP 0014vP 1 

 

5-2 Calling the display memory 
Control via RS232C 

Sending string Response string Description 
00Pmute 1 00Pmute 1 Instruction to mute all screens (batch command) 
00Calldisp 1 00Calldisp 1 Instruction to call Display memory 1 (batch command) 
00UP 00UP Execution of the Pmute command and the Calldisp 

command 
(Wait) 
(Switching of the external switcher, 
etc.) 

Waiting for 1 to 2 seconds (not to display image 
disturbance due to switching), if necessary. 

00Pmute 0 00Pmute 0 Instruction to disable the mute (batch command)  
00UP 00UP Execution of the Pmute command (batch command) 

 

Control via LAN 

Communication 
destination 

Sending string Response 
string 

Description 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0001Pmute 1 0001Pmute 1 Instruction to mute all screens 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0002Calldisp 1 0002Calldisp 1 Calling Display memory 1 

 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0003SyncUP  Sending SyncUP to Slave cubes 

192.168.100.32 0003SyncUP  
Sending SyncUP to the Master cube 
Execution of the Pmute command and 
the Calldisp command 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0003SyncUP 
0003SyncUP 
0003SyncUP 
0003SyncUP 

Response to the SyncUP command is 
sent from each cube.  

 

(Wait) 
(Switching of 
the external 
switcher, etc.) 

 
Waiting for 1 to 2 seconds (not to display 
image disturbance due to switching), if 
necessary. 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0004Pmute 0 0004Pmute 0 Instruction to unmute 
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192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0005SyncUP  Sending SyncUP to Slave cubes 

192.168.100.32 0005SyncUP  
Sending SyncUP to the Master cube 
Execution of the Pmute command 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0005SyncUP 
0005SyncUP 
0005SyncUP 
0005SyncUP 

Response to the SyncUP command is 
sent from each cube.  

 

Display after the execution 

 

A1 A2 

A3 A4 
 

 

5-3 Displaying the window 
Control via RS232C 

Sending string Response string Description 
00Oaspect 4 1 00Oaspect 4 1 The aspect ratio of Window 4 is set to FREE.  
00CallinpW 4 3 00CallinpW 4 3 Instruction to call Input memory 3 on Window 4 
00Ohst 4 500 00Ohst 4 500 Instruction to set the horizontal position of Window 4 to 

500 
00Ovst 4 200 00Ovst 4 200 Instruction to set the vertical position of Window 4 to 200
00Ohsize 4 800 00Ohsize 4 800 Instruction to set the horizontal size of Window 4 to 800 
00Ovsize 4 600 00Ovsize 4 600 Instruction to set the vertical size of Window 4 to 600 
00UP 00UP Execution of the suspended commands  
(Wait)   
00Oenb 4 1 00Oenb 4 1 Instruction to display Window 4 
00UP 00UP Execution of the suspended commands  

 

Control via LAN 

Communication 
destination 

Sending string Response string Description 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0001Oaspect 4 1 0001Oaspect 4 1 
The aspect ratio of Window 4 is set 
to FREE.  

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0002CallinpW 4 3 0002CallinpW 4 3
Instruction to call Input memory 3 
on Window 4 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0003Ohst 4 500 0003Ohst 4 500 
Instruction to set the horizontal 
position of Window 4 to 500 
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192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0004Ovst 4 200 0004Ovst 4 200 
Instruction to set the vertical 
position of Window 4 to 200 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0005Ohsize 4 800 0005Ohsize 4 800
Instruction to set the horizontal size 
of Window 4 to 800 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0006Ovsize 4 600 0006Ovsize 4 600
Instruction to set the vertical size of 
Window 4 to 600 

 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0007SyncUP  Sending SyncUP to Slave cubes 

192.168.100.32 0007SyncUP  

Sending SyncUP to the Master 
cube 
Execution of the suspended 
commands 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0007SyncUP 
0007SyncUP 
0007SyncUP 
0007SyncUP 

Response to the SyncUP command 
is sent from each cube.  

 (Wait)   
192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0008Oenb 4 1 0008Oenb 4 1 Instruction to display Window 4 

 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0009SyncUP  Sending SyncUP to Slave cubes 

192.168.100.32 0009SyncUP  

Sending SyncUP to the Master 
cube  
Execution of the suspended 
commands 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0009SyncUP 
0009SyncUP 
0009SyncUP 
0009SyncUP 

Response to the SyncUP command 
is sent from each cube.  

 

A1 A2 

A3 A4 
C

(500,200)

(1299, 799)

(0, 0) (2799, 0) 

(0, 2099) (2799, 2099) 
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5-4 Resizing the window 
Control via RS232C 

Sending string Response string Description 
00PmuteW 4 1 00PmuteW 4 1 Instruction to mute Window 4 
00Ohsize 4 1600 00Ohsize 4 1600 Instruction to set the horizontal size of Window 4 to 

1600 
00Ovsize 4 1200 00Ovsize 4 1200 Instruction to set the vertical size of Window 4 to 

1200 
00UP 00UP Execution of the suspended commands  
(Wait)   
00PmuteW 4 0 00PmuteW 4 0 Instruction to unmute Window 4 
00UP 00UP Execution of the suspended commands  

 

Control via LAN 

Communication 
destination 

Sending string Response string Description 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0001PmuteW 4 1 0001PmuteW 4 1 Instruction to mute Window 4 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0002Ohsize 4 1600 0002Ohsize 4 1600
Instruction to set the horizontal 
size of Window 4 to 1600 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0003Ovsize 4 1200 0003Ovsize 4 1200
Instruction to set the vertical size 
of Window 4 to 1200 

 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0004SyncUP  Sending SyncUP to Slave cubes

192.168.100.32 0004SyncUP  

Sending SyncUP to the Master 
cube  
Execution of the suspended 
commands 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0004SyncUP 
0004SyncUP 
0004SyncUP 
0004SyncUP 

Response to the SyncUP 
command is sent from each 
cube.  

 (Wait)   
192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0005PmuteW 4 0 0005PmuteW 4 0 Instruction to unmute Window 4 

 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0006SyncUP  Sending SyncUP to Slave cubes

192.168.100.32 0006SyncUP  

Sending SyncUP to the Master 
cube  
Execution of the suspended 
commands 
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192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0006SyncUP 
0006SyncUP 
0006SyncUP 
0006SyncUP 

Response to the SyncUP 
command is sent from each 
cube.  

 

 

A1 A2 

A3 A4 

(500,200)

(2099, 1399)

(0, 0) (2799, 0) 

(0, 2099) (2799, 2099) 

 

 

5-5 Moving the window 
Control via RS232C 

Sending string Response 
string 

Description 

00Ohst 4 -500 00Ohst 4 -500 Instruction to set the horizontal position of Window 4 to -500
00Ovst 4 1380 00Ovst 4 1380 Instruction to set the vertical position of Window 4 to 1380 
00UP 00UP Execution of the suspended commands  

Control via LAN 

Communication 
destination 

Sending string Response string Description 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0003Ohst 4 -500 0003Ohst 4 -500 
Instruction to set the horizontal 
position of Window 4 to -500 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0004Ovst 4 1380 0004Ovst 4 1380
Instruction to set the vertical position 
of Window 4 to 1380 

 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0007SyncUP  Sending SyncUP to Slave cubes 

192.168.100.32 0007SyncUP  
Sending SyncUP to the Master cube
Execution of the suspended 
commands 

192.168.100.32 
192.168.100.33 
192.168.100.34 
192.168.100.35 

0007SyncUP 
0007SyncUP 
0007SyncUP 
0007SyncUP 

Response to the SyncUP command 
is sent from each cube.  
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(500,200)

(2099, 1399)

(-500, 1380)

(2799, 0) 

(2799, 2099) 

(1099, 2579)

(0, 0) 
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6 Communication terminals, DIP switch 
 

6-1 RS-232C terminal 
 

Pin I/O Signal 

1 - N.C. 

2 Input RD (Receive Data) 

3 Output SD (Send Data) 

4 Output ER (Equipment Ready) 

5 - SG (Signal Ground) 

6 Input DR (Data Set Ready) 

7 - N.C. 

8 - N.C. 

9 - N.C. 

Table 6.1 Pin layout of RS-232C terminal 

6-2 Control terminal 
 

Pin 
I/O Signal 

IN 
 terminal 

OUT 
terminal 

IN  
terminal 

OUT 
terminal 

1 Input Output EXVIN EXVOUT

2 Output Output TXDS2 TXDM2 

3 Input Input RXDS2 RXDM2 

4 Output Input GND GND 

5 Input/output Input/output UP/BUSY UP/BUSY

6 Input Output RCIN RCOUT 

7 Output Output TXDS1 TXDM1 

8 Input Input RXDS1 RXDM1 

9 Output NC N.C. N.C. 

Table 6.2 Pin layout of CONTROL terminal 

6-3 Control cable 
 

 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1  
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7  
8  
9  

C
O

N
T

R
O

L 
IN

 

C
O

N
T

R
O

L
 O

U
T

 

 

7 

6 

8 

9 

1

3

2

5

4

Connector type: D-SUB, 9 pins, female
(Use a special cable for the D-SUB 
9-pin connector (male-male) for 
connection.)  

 

Connector type: D-SUB, 9 pins, male
(Use a crossover cable for 
connection with PC.) 

8 

9 

7 

6 

5

4

1

2

3
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6-4 DIP switch 
 

No. Name Function Default 
1 RESERVED 1 Reserved. Always set to OFF.  OFF 
2 RESERVED 2 Reserved. Always set to OFF.  OFF 
3 RESERVED 3 Reserved. Always set to OFF.  OFF 
4 RESERVED 4 Reserved. Always set to OFF. OFF 
5 MAINTENANCE Normally set to OFF.  

Use of the maintenance ROM (ON: Maintenance 
ROM is used.) 

OFF 

6 WRITE PROTECT Normally set to ON.  
Memory write protection 

ON 

7 REMOTE Wireless remote control  
(ON: Enabled, OFF: Disabled) 

OFF for XM  

and HM . 

ON for the other 

series. 
8 MASTER Master/Slave setting (ON: Master, OFF: Slave) ON 

Table 6.4 DIP switch function 

 

ON 
 

OFF 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

  
ON 

 
OFF 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 

 For  PH ,  XH , XL ,  PE ,  XE , and WE . For XM  and  HM . 

Fig. 6.1 Default settings of the DIP switches 
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7 Revision history 
Date Description 

Nov. 28, 2008 
(Rev. 0.1) 

Provisional issue 

Feb. 3, 2009 
(Rev. 0.2) 

- Error code table - Definition of error code 52 was modified.  
- Pmech and Pmechst commands were modified. 
- LAN communication protocol - Error code table was added.  
- Section 2-10 "Commands sent from the cube" was added. 
- SAwhite command - The words "unless a full-white signal is being input" was 

added.   
- Ovsize command - The words "When Oaspect is set to 0 (KEEP), an error of 

non-executable command is returned. Reading the setting value is allowed." were 
deleted.  

- Section 3-4 "Chroma key overlay function" was added.  
- Section 3-5 "Redundancy function" was added.  
- Section 1-5 "Sequence" and Section 2-6 "Sequence" - Description that the 

command response is delayed during the startup was added.  
- ST3 command - Definition of item 4 of info25 was changed (from "Fan 4 stop 

(Reserved)).   
- System command - Definition of item 13 of Para=7 was changed (from "Fan 4 stop 

(Reserved)).   
- Opri command - Description was changed: "When Scolkey (chroma key mode) is 

on, the display priorities of Window 1 and Window 2 should be lower than the other 
windows." (Previous description: "The display priorities of Window 1 and Window 2 
is arbitrary.)   

- Iname command response- The positions of the brackets ([ ]) were corrected.  
- Sredun command was added. 
 

Mar. 5, 2009 
(Rev. 1.0) 

First issue 
- Section 1-5 "Sequence" and Section 2-6 "Sequence" - In the description that the 

command response is delayed during the startup, "up to 3 seconds" was changed 
to "up to 5 seconds."  

- Opri command - Errors in the parameter descriptions were corrected. 
- PAutoCSC command - Descriptions were corrected. Errors in the sending format 

were corrected.  
- PAuto ID command - Descriptions of the auto ID execution flag were modified. 

Errors in the sending format were corrected. Response was modified.  
- SAutocal command was changed to SAutoCal command. (Errors were corrected.) 
- SBaudRate command was changed to be a special LAN command. (Errors were 

corrected.)  
Nov. 30, 2009 
(Rev. 1.1) 

- vP command - Errors in the format were corrected. 
- NotiF command - Response was modified. 
- ST command - Errors in bit 4 of info 1 were corrected. 
- ST3 command - Definition of info25=7 was modified. 
- System command - Response description was modified.  
- Opri command - Errors were corrected.  
- Out command - Definitions of Source 901, 902, and 903 were added. 
- sensor0 and sensor1 commands were deleted.  
- Dname command was added. 
- Pmech command - Errors were corrected.  
- SautoCal command - Errors were corrected.  
- SBaudRate command - Errors were corrected.  
- SHotLChange command was added. 
- PALC command was deleted. 
- XM and PE series were supported.  
- VC-B70SD1 (SDI board) was supported.  

Dec. 12, 2011 
(Rev. 1.2) 

- XE, HM, WE, and PE75 series were supported.  
- "error code=57" was added in the error code table. 
- Definitions of the window and the window number were changed.  
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- Notes for HM and WE series were added to the descriptions of the Callinp 
command response.  

- Notes for HM and WE series were added to the descriptions of the Pinp command 
response.  

- NotiF command - Errors were corrected. 
- ST1 command - Definition of the LED models described in info7 was changed.  
- System command - Definition of the LED models described in para=16 was 

changed.  
- Notes for HM and WE series were added to the descriptions of the Oenb 

command response.  
- Notes for XM, HM, and WE series were added to the descriptions of the Ohsize 

command response.  
- Notes for PH, XH, XL, PE, and XE series were added to the descriptions of the 

Ovsize command response.  
- Notes for HM and WE series were added to the descriptions of the PWarreng 

command response.  
- Sblack command, SBlank command - Errors were corrected.  
- SLEDemergency command was added. 

Feb. 08. 2013 
(Rev. 1.3) 

- PE78 and WE78 series were supported. 
- VC-B70EX (EX board) was supported. 
- The explanation for EX board was added to the Pinp command response. 
- PLEDRdy command was added. 
- ST1 command - info=16 was added. 
- The explanation for EX board was added to the System command response. 
- The explanation for EX board was added to the SystemI command response. 
- The explanation for EX board was added to the PSlot command response. 
- Notes for EX board was added to the descriptions of the Oenb command 

response. 
- Notes for EX board was added to the descriptions of the Oinpterm command 

response. 
- Notes for EX board was added to the descriptions of the PWarrng command 

response. 
- Slpower command – mode=3 was added. 
- Test command – sel=24 was added. 
 

Apr. 02. 2013 
(Rev. 1.4) 

- VC-B70DA2 (Digital analog board) was supported. 
- The explanation for digital analog board was added to the Pinp command 

response. 
- The explanation for digital analog board was added to the System command 

response. 
- The explanation for digital analog board was added to the SystemI command 

response. 
- The explanation for digital analog board was added to the PSlot command 

response. 
- The explanation for digital analog board was added to the Oinpterm command 

response. 
- The explanation for digital analog board was added to the Ifilmmode command 

response. 
- Notes for digital analog board was added to the descriptions of the IADfilter 

command response. 
- The explanation for digital analog board was added to the Iscan command 

response. 
 

Dec. 18. 2013 
(Rev. 1.5) 

- PE73R, PE78A, XE73R, XE74, and WE78A series were supported. 
- SLEDdrive command - Errors were corrected. 
 

 


